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Abstract

Moral psychology is largely concerned with finding moral universals through the study of
descriptive ethics to understand how people make moral judgments and decisions. In this pursuit,
much of moral psychology has focused primarily on the act structure of moral scenarios and little
on the potentially important factors of observer identity (the identities participants bring to the
study) and target identity (the identities of the characters in moral scenarios). The present studies
utilized “threshold problems,” introduced by Levine et al. (2020), bringing them into a realworld context that included factors of both target and observer identity. In threshold problems, a
harm threshold is crossed when too many people perform a specific action, leading to bad
outcomes, but a small number can perform the action with no ill effects. In two studies, White
participants completed a measure of racial ingroup identification and provided judgments about
the moral acceptability of a plan that could cause harm to either a majority-Black or majorityWhite city if the threshold was crossed. I hypothesized that, as racial self-investment increased,
acceptability judgments would decrease in the White city condition, but that the same decrease
would not be seen in the Black city. However, neither study revealed the hypothesized
interaction.
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Dancing on the Precipice: How People Reason about Threshold Problems in a SociallyRich Real World Context
Although moral philosophy is primarily concerned with the study of normative ethics
(i.e., ethics describing how people should behave), moral psychology has carved out a separate
niche by studying descriptive ethics, or how people actually go about making moral decisions
and judgments (Hester & Gray, 2020). And yet, Hester and Gray (2020) contend that both
disciplines seek moral universals--moral universals that ought to govern people’s decisions in the
case of moral philosophy, and moral universals that actually do play into people’s decisions in
the case of moral psychology.
In pursuit of this goal, moral psychology often employs complex, even outlandish
scenarios that may not have any obvious correlates in the real world (Hester & Gray, 2020). But
more importantly, these scenarios are often devoid of identity information, whose inclusion
could be relevant for moral judgment (Hester & Gray, 2020). Strangers are the ones committing
transgressions in much of moral psychology (Forbes & Stellar, 2022) or, as Hester and Gray
(2020) provocatively but aptly put it, “raceless, genderless strangers” (p. 216). Even when
studying transgressions by those close to participants, previous studies have opted to manipulate
the closeness or perceived similarity of participants to strangers instead of use those who are
actually close to them (Forbes & Stellar, 2022). If the goal of research in moral psychology is to
directly generalize from research to people in real world contexts (cf., Mook, 1983), it is
essential to introduce rich social contexts that emulate the conditions under which people make
judgments in the real world.
Take, for instance, the trolley problem (Foot, 1967). The general setup, first put forth by
Foot (1967), is widely known: you’re enjoying a pleasant stroll down the street, when suddenly
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you see a runaway trolley speeding towards a small group of people on the track, who are
oblivious to its approach. If nothing is done, the trolley will most likely hit the group of people,
killing them all. Conveniently, you realize that you are standing next to a lever that, if pulled,
will divert the trolley down a different track on which stands only one clueless person. If you
divert the trolley, that single person, who is currently safe, will almost certainly be struck and
killed by the trolley. Do you pull the lever?
The trolley problem is one example of a moral dilemma whose merits philosophers have
long debated, advancing various theories about how people ought to act and proposing many
variations of the general setup (Foot, 1967; Thomson, 1985). Along with other moral scenarios,
trolley problems are also frequently used by moral psychologists. Moral psychology usually
emphasizes act structure, the way in which the moral scenario unfolds (what caused it, the
damages, the intentions of those involved etc.). In the case of the trolley problem, act structure
entails factors such as whether you are pulling a lever to divert the trolley, or whether you have
to push someone else off a bridge to stop the trolley. Varying such features allows researchers to
ask questions such as under what conditions do people employ or not employ a consequentialist
view, the idea that it is morally acceptable to sacrifice the lives of a few to save the lives of many
(Cushman et al., 2006; Greene et al., 2001; Mikhail, 2007).
But in terms of social identity, who is being sacrificed and who is being saved? Looking
at 52 trolley problem-style scenarios collected in Christensen et al. (2014), Hester and Gray
(2020) found that only 6% referred to the gender of all the people in the scenario and none
identified the race of all the people involved (though some of these studies identified some of the
people involved). Over half the scenarios (54%) did not even specify the general ages of the
people in the scenario. Research in moral psychology proceeds with its use of socially abstract
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scenarios, usually manipulating scenario act structure, not target or observer identity, to uncover
the modes of moral judgment that people employ. But this leaves open many questions about the
role of identity in moral judgment. Identity is often salient in the real world in a way that
scenarios used in moral psychology do not mirror (Hester & Gray, 2020). Thus, act structure
may not be the only factor influencing people’s moral judgments. It is plausible that people are
also influenced by their own identities and those of the people whom they observe (Hester &
Gray, 2020).
The Trolley Problem and Identity
To be clear, some research in moral psychology--specifically in the area of trolley
problems--has examined social identity. Study 1a from Uhlmann et al. (2009) modified the
standard trolley problem so that participants read about an agent who can choose to save a group
of 100 people by pushing a fat individual off a bridge in order to stop a runaway trolley. This is a
variation of the trolley problem often called the “footbridge problem.” Here, Uhlmann et al. gave
participants clues suggesting the race of both the fat individual and the 100 people trapped in a
bus on the trolley tracks (who will die if the trolley is not stopped). In one version, participants
saw a scenario where the fat individual (whom the agent could choose to sacrifice) was named
“Tyrone Payton” (p. 482), a name stereotypically associated with Black Americans, so the
authors reasoned (Uhlmann et al., 2009). Here, pushing Tyrone would “save 100 members of the
New York Philharmonic” (p. 482), which Uhlmann et al. reasoned would be seen as majorityWhite.
The rest of the participants saw a version where the fat individual was named “Chip
Ellsworth III” (p. 482), a name stereotypically associated with White Americans (Uhlmann et al.,
2009). Here, pushing Chip would “save 100 members of the Harlem Jazz Orchestra” (p. 482),
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which the researchers reasoned would be seen as majority-Black (Uhlmann et al., 2009). In both
cases, the agent in the scenario pushed the fat individual off the bridge, saving the 100 people in
the bus. Participants then answered a series of questions that were combined to form a measure
of consequentialism endorsement, or the extent to which participants endorsed the idea that
actions are morally right based on the degree to which they maximize utility (Uhlmann et al.,
2009). As an example, participants were asked, “Is sacrificing Chip/Tyrone to save the 100
members of the Harlem Jazz Orchestra/New York Philharmonic moral or immoral?” (Uhlmann
et al., 2009, p. 482).
Contrary to the results of a pretest, in which the majority of participants answered that
race was a morally irrelevant variable in decisions about saving lives, Uhlmann et al. (2009)
found an interaction such that political liberals endorsed consequentialism to a greater extent
when the name of the man pushed off the bridge was stereotypically White (Chip) and the group
of 100 people in the bus in the path of the oncoming trolley were assumed to be majority-Black
than when the man pushed off the bridge had a stereotypically Black name (Tyrone) and the
group of people in the trolley were assumed to be majority-White. In other words, liberals found
the act of pushing someone off the bridge to stop the trolley more morally acceptable when the
man pushed had a stereotypically White name and the group of 100 people saved was assumed to
be majority-Black than when the fat man had a stereotypically Black name and the 100 people
saved were assumed to be majority-Black (Uhlmann et al., 2009). Participants who were more
conservative, however, did not reliably endorse consequentialism to different degrees between
conditions (Uhlmann et al., 2009).
Clearly, identity played some role here, changing people’s endorsement of an important
moral principle (consequentialism) to which target race was deemed an irrelevant factor by
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members of the pretest sample (Uhlmann et al., 2009). This understanding of consequentialism
could not be found using an approach to moral psychology devoid of identity cues, and this study
should be taken as evidence that factors beyond act structure can be relevant to understanding
people’s moral judgments. People bring their own identities to encounters in the real world and
observe the identities of those involved in events, and these identities matter for moral judgment
(Hester & Gray, 2020).
One example of the potential influence of identity on moral judgment, the importance of
which most people likely would not need to be convinced, is the influence of close connections
to the target. Bloom (2011) brings up the point that one’s moral judgments are going to look
different if one’s friends or family are involved in a sacrificial dilemma, such as a trolley
problem. Bloom goes on to note that most moral situations people face involve people whom
they know, friends and family. In fact, recent research has supported Bloom’s view. Forbes and
Stellar (2022) found across four studies that people were more lenient towards those close to
them than towards acquaintances and strangers in response to moral transgressions, reporting
less other-critical emotions and a lower desire to punish. But moral psychology understudies this
interplay of observer and target identity (which provided Forbes and Stellar with the motivation
for their study). This lack of identity context presents a problem of mundane realism--the moral
scenarios people face in the lab are simply unlike those they may face in the real world (Bauman
et al., 2014). Again, if the goal of moral psychology is to determine how people make moral
judgments in the real world, if moral psychologists wish to ask not just what can happen but also
what does typically happen (Mook, 1983), then part of the solution will be to examine people’s
moral judgments in experimental contexts that attempt to reflect the conditions of the real world.
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As a proposed way of addressing the identity problems that they point to in moral
psychology, Hester and Gray (2020) advance a framework of expanded person-centered
morality, aimed at integrating social cognition and moral psychology. Act structure is part of the
expanded person-centered morality framework, but it is only one piece. Centering attention only
on act structure violates mundane realism to some degree (Bauman et al., 2014). The framework
of expanded person-centered morality also highlights the importance of target identity (i.e., who
is involved in the moral scenario in terms of race, gender, age, socio-economic status, etc.) as a
possible influence on moral judgment (Hester & Gray, 2020), one that, as Uhlmann et al. (2009)
show, can alter people’s judgments even when not explicitly stated.
Both act structure and target identity are seen through the lens of observer identity, the
final component of the expanded person-centered morality framework (Hester & Gray, 2020).
Observers each bring their own beliefs, biases, worldviews, and stereotypes that can interact with
other elements of the scenario (target race, for instance) exerting influence on a moral judgment.
This effect of observer identity is, again, apparent in Uhlmann et al. (2009), where target identity
influenced the moral judgments of liberals in a different way than it influenced the judgments of
conservatives.
In order to understand people’s moral psychology beyond act structure, other areas of
research in moral psychology should study the influence of identity, as Uhlmann et al. (2009)
and Forbes and Stellar (2022) did. One example of other research in moral psychology that is
fairly new and has not yet been studied in relation to identity is that of a type of moral problem
called “threshold problems.” These problems were introduced by Levine et al.’s (2020) paper
looking at people’s ability to use universalization reasoning when faced with such problems.
Levine et al. are the only ones to study threshold problems at this point. Taking seriously
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expanded person-centered morality (Hester & Gray, 2020), one important way to follow up on
Levine et al.’s research is to study observer and target identity as they relate to threshold
problems.
Threshold Problems
Levine et al. (2020) studied the conditions under which people use the mechanism of
universalization to make moral judgments (i.e., making moral judgments by employing the logic
of, “if everyone did that, the outcome would be bad”). The researchers homed in on a particular
category of problem, the aforementioned threshold problems. Threshold problems are
characterized by the existence of a harm threshold, which is approached as more people perform
a specified action. If too many people perform the action and the harm threshold is crossed,
utility decreases for everyone. But until the harm threshold is crossed, there is no particularly
noticeable utility consequence. Consider, for example, a scenario Levine et al. showed to
children about a path made of rocks. Every day, a group of children walk on this path of rocks
through a forest to play in a park and then walk back home on the same path. Some of the
children may want to take a rock from the path, perhaps to add to their rock collections. If just a
few children take a rock from the path, then the path will not be affected in any noticeable way.
But if lots of children want rocks, and every kid who wants a rock takes one, eventually, the path
would cease to exist or become so noticeably damaged as to impair its function (Levine et al.,
2020). This is a threshold problem; the action of taking a rock cannot be universalized because
doing so would cause the harm threshold to be crossed.
Of course, one could look at just about any action and judge that the action cannot be
universalized because it would be bad if everyone did it. Levine et al. (2020) bring up the
example of everyone becoming dentists, which is obviously not sustainable. But Levine et al.
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note that level of interest matters for the judgment of whether an action can be universalized. If
one thinks about the logic of universalization as more precisely asking, “what would happen if
everyone felt at liberty to do that?” then one realizes that becoming a dentist can be universalized
because only a relatively small number of people are interested in becoming dentists. Generally
speaking, however, everyone feels at liberty to become a dentist if they desire (Levine et al.,
2020). Applying this to the rock path example, if only one kid wants to take a rock, then the logic
of universalization would call this acceptable, because only one kid will take a rock (which will
not noticeably damage the path) even if all the children feel at liberty to do so.
In thinking about threshold problems, Levine et al. (2020) reasoned that, when presented
with one of these threshold scenarios in which an agent performs an action that brings everyone
closer to a harm threshold, people would see a universalization explanation (i.e., because if
everyone did that, the outcome would be bad) as a convincing argument for why the action was
morally wrong. Levine et al. (2020) tested this hypothesis in Study 1, presenting adults with
scenarios that fell into one of four categories of problem, harm (e.g., one kid punches another in
the face), utility-maximization (e.g., a kid moves his homework so it does not blow out the
window, but lets the homework of the rest of the class blow away), fairness (e.g., the class makes
a mess and the teacher makes only one girl clean it up), or threshold (e.g., someone decides to
turn the pages of an old book at a museum that, if lots of people touched it, would become dirty
and unreadable).
After each scenario, adults endorsed any number of four explanations that they thought
were convincing arguments for why the action of the character in the scenario was wrong
(Levine et al., 2020). The explanations provided by Levine et al. (2020) included a harm
explanation (i.e., because that harmed someone), a utility explanation (i.e., because that person
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could have helped more people), a fairness explanation (i.e., because that was unfair), and a
universalization explanation (i.e., because if everyone did that, the outcome would be bad).
Though participants could pick as many explanations as they wished, each explanation was
designed by Levine et al. (2020) to fit with a specific problem type (e.g., the researchers judged
that the universalization explanation best explained why the actions in the threshold scenarios
were wrong). Overwhelmingly, participants endorsed the explanation that fit with the problem
type of a scenario more often than any other explanation (Levine et al., 2020). This included
threshold problems, meaning that, when confronted with threshold problems, participants
disproportionately endorsed the universalization explanation (Levine et al., 2020). Levine et al.
(2020) took this as evidence supporting their thinking that threshold problems exist as a distinct
category of problem to which universalization reasoning applies.
In the studies that followed, Levine et al. (2020) used threshold problems to elicit
universalization judgments from participants. Presenting participants with threshold problem
scenarios, Levine et al. asked whether it was morally acceptable for a character to perform an
action that would contribute to moving towards a threshold, varying the level of interest that the
other people involved in the threshold scenario displayed in performing the same action (Study
2A) or varying the presence or absence of a harm threshold (Study 2B).
In Study 2A, participants read about a small summer lake community, whose members
catch a few fish a day to eat for dinner (Levine et al., 2020). One summer, a new fishhook goes
on sale that allows those who use it to catch more fish, but participants read, if enough people in
the community used this new hook, the fish population in the lake would collapse by the end of
the summer, an outcome that would hurt everyone. However, a small number of people can use
the new hook with no bad outcome.
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Participants were then introduced to a character named John who wants to use the new
hook so that he can catch more fish. John goes around and talks to each of the other fishers and
learns either that (in the high interest condition) the other fishers are all interested in using the
new hook because they could catch more fish, but are not going to because they know that
everyone using the new hook would lead to sustainability issues (i.e., the collapse of the lake’s
fish population), or that (in the low interest condition) none of the other fishers are interested in
using the new hook because they do not need to catch more fish and “enjoy fishing at a leisurely
pace” (Levine et al., 2020, p. 4). In each case, participants were then asked whether it is ok for
John to use the new hook.
Universalization reasoning predicts that it is more acceptable for John to use the new
hook when there is low interest among the other fishers than when there is high interest. This is
exactly what Study 2A showed, with more participants viewing John’s decision to use the new
hook as acceptable when there was low interest in doing so in the community than when there
was high interest in using the new hook (Levine et al., 2020).
In Study 2B participants again read about the fishing community and John’s desire to use
the new hook, except this time Levine et al. (2020) manipulated the presence of a harm
threshold. In the threshold condition, participants read that John is the only member of the
community who knows that the fish population will collapse if everyone uses the new hook,
however, the rest of the community, though interested in the new hook, is committed to
traditional methods of fishing, and will not use it. In the no threshold condition, John knows that
everyone can use the new hook with no subsequent decreases in the size of the fish population.
But again, though the rest of the community is interested in the new hook, they are committed to
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traditional fishing methods and will not use it. After reading about John in one of the two
conditions, Levine et al. asked participants whether it is acceptable for John to use the new hook.
Levine et al. (2020) predicted that participants would view it as more acceptable for John
to use the new hook in the no threshold condition than in the threshold condition because John’s
action cannot be universalized in the threshold condition, given the presence of the harm
threshold and the high level of interest in using the new hook. This prediction was borne out in
their results, suggesting that some participants were engaging in universalization when
evaluating John’s decisions.
Threshold Problems--Worth Bringing to the Real World
Levine et al. (2020) used threshold problems to show that people can spontaneously make
moral judgments consistent with the logic of universalization. This phenomenon adds to
psychology’s understanding of the array of mechanisms people can employ in making moral
judgments. Their project demonstrates a case in which external validity is not the main concern;
their goal was not necessarily to examine people’s judgments of realistically constructed
threshold problems that provided information about the situation in a way reflective of the real
world, nor did it need to be to add to our understanding of moral psychology. This is a perfect
example where external invalidity is not a pressing concern because the study asked what can
happen (Mook, 1983); can people use universalization reasoning to judge threshold scenarios
(Levine et al., 2020)?
That said, threshold problems are worth studying beyond their ability to elicit
universalization judgments, as some of the most pressing large-scale problems we face today can
be characterized as threshold problems. Climate change is one such domain in which threshold
problems arise. Looking at climate change in the broadest manner possible, there is this
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expansive category of actions that can be characterized as polluting, which can contribute to
climate change. National Geographic’s encyclopedia entry for pollution defines it as, “the
introduction of harmful materials into the environment,” and details a diverse range of types of
pollution, from burning fossil fuels to throwing plastic waste into the ocean (Boudreau et al.,
2011). Some amount of polluting is sustainable and probably inevitable, but as more people,
groups, companies, and countries pollute, the world draws closer to the threshold whose crossing
would mean irreparable damage brought on by climate change, analogous to the collapse of the
fish population in the scenarios from Levine et al. (2020).
Levine et al.’s (2020) approach to threshold problems leaves open the possibility of
studying threshold problems in a way that tries to address concerns of limited realism. In part,
the scenarios employed by Levine et al. lack mundane realism (Bauman et al., 2014), an issue
which would be solved by looking at a threshold scenario in a climate change context, as it is
plausible that people might have to make judgments about climate change-related issues in their
lives.
Climate change is the consequence of many distinct types of actions that have a
cumulative effect and can be placed under the umbrella term of polluting. The problem of acid
rain is one element of climate change, one that the current research utilized to examine how
people reason about threshold problems. High sulfur dioxide emissions generate acid rain that
wreaks havoc on lakes and other ecosystems by unbalancing pH levels and depleting nutrients
and minerals needed by plants from the soil (Barreca et al., 2021; EPA, 2021). Acid rain also has
the downstream effect of releasing sulfate particles into the air. These particles are harmful to
humans when inhaled, causing cardiovascular and respiratory problems through long-term
exposure (Barreca et al., 2021; EPA 2021). However, the United States Government has not
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placed an outright ban on sulfur dioxide emissions. Instead, The United States Government treats
acid rain as a threshold problem, regulating the extent to which actions contributing to acid rain
can be engaged in. Thus, the US Government licenses threshold-problem-contributing behavior
to keep its levels below a certain threshold.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) oversees the Acid Rain
Program, a market-based initiative designed to reduce emissions of the chemicals that contribute
to acid rain, namely sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide (EPA, 2021). As part of the Acid Rain
Program, companies bid on a set number of sulfur dioxide pollution allowances each year (EPA,
2021). The EPA sets this number at about 250,000 allowances per year. 125,000 of these
allowances are usable starting in the year in which they are sold (immediate-use allowances), and
125,000 (future-use allowances) are only usable starting seven years into the future (EPA, 2021).
Each allowance allows for the emission of one ton of sulfur dioxide without penalty (EPA,
2021). If a company emits more sulfur dioxide than is permitted by their held allowances, then
the EPA levels additional fines against them (EPA, 2021). Basically, the Acid Rain Program
indicates that the EPA knows that, past a certain threshold of sulfur dioxide emissions, acid rain
becomes a serious problem for human and environmental health in certain regions. However, the
government also recognizes the economic reality, and so has set regulations on sulfur dioxide
emissions instead of banning them altogether.
Ideally, pollution allowances are set at the right number to keep sulfur dioxide emissions
from crossing the threshold and causing significant harm (and according to Barreca et al. (2021),
the Acid Rain Program is effectively curbing pollution and decreasing mortality rates in areas
previously exposed to high levels of acid rain), while balancing the fact that some low amount of
sulfur dioxide emissions does not pose a serious problem. This is the shape of a threshold
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problem, and the logic of universalization looms over it--if everyone emitted sulfur dioxide to
their desired extent, the outcome would be bad--but the reasoning here is slightly but importantly
different than in Levine et al. (2020). Whereas Levine et al. essentially asked participants to
make binary moral judgments about whether an individual action was permissible or not, by
employing universalization, the current research asks people to evaluate the extent to which an
action can be allowed before the threat of crossing the harm threshold becomes intolerable.
This different way of examining reasoning about threshold problems will help to move
them into a real-world context, where even actions that cannot be universalized are often not
outright banned. Importantly, some people may be more accepting of a high volume of the action
in question, and some may prefer a relatively lower volume, perhaps fearing hitting the harm
threshold, whose exact position may be uncertain.
In addition to increasing mundane realism by moving threshold problems to a realistic
context, (sulfur dioxide emissions and acid rain), another goal of the current research is to
integrate social cognition with moral judgment. This is the motivation for introducing variables
of target and observer identity to threshold problems. As problems that exist in the real world,
large-scale threshold problems are intertwined with the social world. Issues of climate change
and environmental protection, for example, are wide-reaching, affecting people of all identities,
even while affecting those of certain identities to a greater extent than others. This means that
any judgments or decisions made about such issues in the real world potentially need to consider
factors of identity. Thus, adding variables of target and observer identity to threshold problems is
also aimed at alleviating a problem of mundane realism, as, in the real world, people can expect
to encounter moral situations in which the identity of those involved is a relevant factor (Bauman
et al., 2014; Bloom, 2011).
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The current research examined a large-scale threshold problem in a real-world context,
focusing on factors of target and observer identity, but whose act structure remained fixed.
Before proceeding, it is necessary to elucidate the factors that might characterize this kind of
threshold problem. Designing a threshold problem that accounts for each of these factors will
help to increase ecological validity by increasing the ways in which the threshold scenario
reflects a scenario one may plausibly encounter in the real world. With that said, contributing to
the complexity of threshold problems in the real world are four features: 1) government
regulation, 2) threshold uncertainty, 3) target identity, and 4) observer identity. In the current
research, the factors of government regulation and threshold uncertainty characterized the acid
rain threshold problem seen by participants but were held constant. Target and observer identity,
however, were manipulated (measured, in the case of observer identity). Though government
regulation and threshold uncertainty could have been manipulated, in keeping with the main
research question (i.e., how do factors of target and observer identity influence moral
judgment?), this research focused on factors of identity. Government regulation and threshold
uncertainty, however, are still important to discuss because their presence in the acid rain
threshold problem represents a departure from how previous research has used threshold
problems.
Four Features of Threshold Problems in the Real World
Government Regulation
One of the functions of government is to regulate various activities. Certain activities,
such as theft or murder, would lead to bad outcomes if people were left to engage in them as
desired. Government can act as a check against such behavior. The Acid Rain Program is a check
on sulfur dioxide emissions, an activity in which companies, if left unconstrained, would engage
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to an extent great enough to produce harmful levels of acid rain. But the government does not
regulate the acid rain threshold problem by simply placing a blanket ban on sulfur dioxide
emissions. The logic of universalization here is not, “If everyone did this it would be bad, so no
one should be allowed to do it.” Instead, government regulation gives the acid rain threshold
problem a structure of, “If everyone did this it would be bad, so the level at which it is engaged
in needs to be controlled.”
Even though the current research did not manipulate government regulation, its presence
in the acid rain threshold problem presented to participants represents a divergence from the
threshold problems used in Levine et al. (2020). Those threshold problems did not include
information about government policy. Information on government policy originating from the
federal government may have felt out of place in Levine et al., given that the scenario occurred at
the community level. That said, information about the policy of local government may not have
felt out of place.
Information about the federal government’s policy fits naturally with discussion of a
large-scale problem, such as acid rain. In the real world, people have access to information about
government policy. If one reads a news article on climate change, one may plausibly encounter
an overview of the government policy surrounding the issue. Thus, in order to place the acid rain
threshold problem into a realistic context, participants need to be given information on how the
government regulates the problem, even if the research does not manipulate government
regulation.
Threshold Uncertainty
Importantly, if the government knows the exact location of the harm threshold for a given
threshold problem, there is little of interest left to consider. The number of licenses distributed
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for an activity should simply be set below that threshold1. But the real world is not that simple,
and the exact location of a given threshold may not be obvious.
In order to study people’s judgments when confronted with threshold problems in a realworld context, the current research introduced ambiguity to the location of the threshold. In
Studies 1 and 2, this ambiguity was communicated to the participants through a description of
reasonable disagreement between various experts. This uncertainty and disagreement between
experts allowed for a range of possibly sound opinions among participants.
As with government regulation, degree of threshold uncertainty was not manipulated, but
its presence in the scenario sets this research apart from previous research with threshold
problems. In Levine et al. (2020) John, the character in the scenario, knew not only about the
existence of the harm threshold, but also the exact number of people that would need to use the
new hook before that threshold was crossed. John also knew exactly how many people would
need to use the new hook before the fish population completely collapsed. In the real world, it is
highly implausible that anyone could possess such precise knowledge. The EPA certainly knows
that the emission levels before the implementation of the Acid Rain Program were too high and
were thus causing damage to environmental and human health. But the EPA cannot know
precisely where the threshold for sulfur dioxide emissions lies (to say nothing of the general
public), though the EPA likely has evidence that informs their emission targets. Beyond that, the
EPA only knows that the current program has worked to reduce the severity of acid rain.
Target Identity
In the real world, certain people or groups can end up feeling the consequences of an
action or event to a far greater extent than other people or groups. For example, the rise of sea

1

This is oversimplified in that it does not account for people engaging in the action without a license. This, of
course, is a factor that policymakers would need to consider when setting the number of licenses to be distributed.
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levels will disproportionately affect residents of towns along coasts, such as Oxnard, California
(River, 2022). Places further inland will not be harmed in the same direct way by the flooding of
coastal areas. In this manner, the consequences of rising sea levels will be unevenly distributed.
While rising sea levels will affect places such as Oxnard, climate change poses a serious threat in
Africa as well, where it will hit the “most vulnerable” populations, exacerbating existing food
insecurities, and contributing to floods, droughts, and other extreme conditions (UNFCCC,
2020).
The possibility that crossing some harm threshold could cause more harm to people of
one identity than people of another identity suggests the value of studying the variable of target
identity. In order to study the potential importance of target identity, the current research
manipulated the racial identity (Black or White) of the salient group that would be harmed by the
crossing of the acid rain harm threshold.
Levine et al. (2020) started to look at target identity in the context of universalization,
asking the question, “Whose utility matters?” in Study 3. In the study, Levine et al. (2020)
showed participants a story about motor oil instead of fishhooks, but still set in a fishing
community. In this new story, many members of the community make their livelihood from
fishing. The scenario either presented John as also making his livelihood from fishing or as
making his livelihood from giving boat tours of the lake. The community has access to a new
motor oil that allows boats to travel at increased speeds. A few people can use this new oil
without causing any harm to the fish population, but if a certain number of people use it, the fish
population will collapse by the end of the summer (i.e., the harm threshold will be crossed).
Importantly, the fishers rely on the fish population to make a living, but in the tour boat
condition, John does not. Again, participants read that there was either high or low interest
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collectively among the boaters in using the new motor oil. Regardless of condition, participants
were asked whether it was morally acceptable for John to use the new motor oil.
What differentiates Study 3 from Study 2 A and B is that here, tour boat John would not
be harmed if the fish population collapsed. Therefore, if participants are only concerned about
John’s utility if use of the new oil is universalized, they should judge his decision to use the new
oil as more acceptable regardless of community interest. However, if participants care about
everyone’s combined utility, tour boat John’s and the fishers’, they should judge this scenario no
differently than the fishing John condition, where John makes a living by fishing (and therefore
would be harmed by the collapse of the fish population). Indeed, this is what Levine et al. (2020)
found; participants judged John’s decision to use the new motor oil as less acceptable in the high
interest condition than in the low interest condition regardless of whether John earned a living
fishing or running a tour boat. These results suggest that people take a broad view of utility when
universalizing and do not simply home in on the utility of the agent in question. To answer the
question posed by Study 3, the evidence suggests that the utility of everyone involved matters
(Levine et al., 2020).
Levine et al.’s (2020) Study 3 is a useful first step in examining how people reason about
threshold problems that disproportionately affect one group. That said, Study 3 does not provide
participants with identity information beyond the fact that the people involved are fishers in a
lake community. Who the affected group are in terms of race, class, gender, and other widely
relevant identity factors is unknown. The current research examined target identity, making
salient for participants that crossing the acid rain emission threshold would either harm one racial
group or another.
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Previous research provides reason to believe that participant judgments will differ
depending on the racial identity of the targets in the threshold scenario, particularly because the
threshold scenario employed by this study, sulfur dioxide emissions and acid rain, is
environmental in nature. In their paper, “Polluting Black Space,” Bonam et al. (2016) report
evidence suggesting that people negatively stereotype spaces associated with Black Americans.
As part of Study 1, participants (not just White participants) were asked to generate a list of 10
descriptions of areas associated with Black Americans (Bonam et al., 2016). Bonam et al. found
that over 50% of these responses could be categorized into one of five categories: impoverished,
crime-ridden, rundown, dangerous, or dirty, (Bonam et al., 2016, p. 1565). These stereotypes of
Black space paint a decidedly negative picture, confirmed by the fact that 85% of participants
rated their own descriptions as negative overall (Bonam et al., 2016).
Moreover, in their third study, Bonam et al. (2016) asked White participants to assess
either a Black or White neighborhood (otherwise the same) and make a judgment about whether
they opposed building a chemical plant near the neighborhood. Participants asked to judge the
chemical plant near the Black neighborhood brought into the study their negative stereotypes
about Black space examined in Study 1, envisioning the space as more industrial than
participants judging the White neighborhood (Bonam et al., 2016). Participants also felt less
connected to the Black neighborhood than they did to the White neighborhood. In Bonam et al.’s
story, these two factors influenced how these White participants judged the Black neighborhood,
leading them to show less opposition towards building a chemical plant near the Black
neighborhood than the White neighborhood. Thus, participants afforded the Black neighborhood
less protection from environmental hazards than they did the White neighborhood.
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This is an example of target identity (Black space or White space) influencing judgment
in an experimental setting meant to reflect a possible real-word scenario. Here, both studies
asked participants to make a judgment about the limit on sulfur dioxide emissions set by the
EPA, while being aware of the uncertainty around the location of the acid rain threshold in the
threshold problem. This uncertainty allowed for a range of judgments about the extent to which
sulfur dioxide emissions can be licensed. If White participants learn that a Black space (i.e., the
majority-Black city in the study) will suffer harm due to the crossing of the harm threshold,
based on the results of Bonam et al. (2016), they may be more comfortable with a greater extent
of sulfur dioxide emissions (i.e., being closer to the harm threshold) than if it is made salient that
a White space will suffer harm from crossing the threshold.
Observer Identity
Observers also bring their own identities to moral scenarios, suggesting the importance of
the question, “who is making the judgment?” Along with the inclusion of factors of target
identity, the current research measured observer identity to investigate its potential importance to
moral judgment. Returning to Study 1A from Uhlmann et al. (2009), the researchers found that
liberals endorsed consequentialism significantly less when the fat man being pushed off the
bridge had a stereotypically Black name and the people in the bus were assumed to be majorityWhite (as members of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra) than when the fat man had a
stereotypically White name and the people in the bus were assumed to be majority-Black (as
members of the Harlem Jazz Orchestra). Conservatives, however, did not differently endorse
consequentialism across conditions (Uhlmann et al., 2009).
Previous research suggests that political ideology can function as an identity (Mason,
2018). Mason (2018) concludes that, “The power behind the labels ‘liberal’ and ‘conservative’ to
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predict strong preferences for the ideological ingroup is based largely in the social identification
with those groups, not in the organization of attitudes associated with the labels.” (Mason, 2018,
p. 885). In Uhlmann et al. (2009), observer identity (political ideology) interacted with target
identity in a way that simply could not have been captured if the research focused solely on act
structure. In order to understand how observers’ identities in their political orientations affected
their moral judgments in this scenario, Uhlmann et al. needed to consider observer identity and
target identity along with act structure. Of course, people encountering moral scenarios in the
real world are going to have some understanding of all three of these factors--people carry with
them their identities, they observe the identities of others, and they can observe the structure of a
scenario playing out before them. Levine et al. (2020) considered observer identity in the context
of age in Study 5, where universalization reasoning is examined with a developmental approach.
But Levine et al.’s other studies did not look at observer identity as an independent variable.
In attempting to bring threshold problems to a realistic context, the current research
measured racial ingroup identification, using a scale developed by Leach et al. (2008), as a
plausibly relevant variable of observer identification2, while holding participant race constant by
only recruiting White participants. Limiting recruitment to one race limited one source of
variance and allowed for more sensitive statistical tests, important to exploratory work such as
this. That said, this came at a cost: limiting recruitment to White participants also limited the way
in which the results can be generalized.
Study 1 employed the hierarchical 2-dimensional model of ingroup identification
developed by Leach et al. (2008). The first dimension of Leach et al.’s (2008) model is self-

2

While Hester and Gray (2020) refer to observer identity, this study will from here on refer to observer
identification. This difference in naming serves to more clearly draw the distinction between observer identification
(a continuous measure of the strength of ingroup identification) and target identity (a dichotomous variable where
racial identity is either Black or White).
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definition, how similar to a prototypical ingroup member one sees themselves, and the extent to
which one sees their ingroup’s members as sharing characteristics with one another. The model’s
second dimension is self-investment, one’s positive feelings towards their ingroup, their sense of
bond with their ingroup, and the level of importance their ingroup has in their life.
Furthermore, each dimension of this model of ingroup identification consists of and is
characterized by individual components related to ingroup identification. Thus, the definition of
self-definition arises from the definitions of its two components: 1) individual self-stereotyping,
how similar to a prototype ingroup member one sees themselves, and 2) ingroup homogeneity,
the extent to which one sees their ingroup as sharing characteristics (Leach et al., 2008).
Likewise, the definition of self-investment arises from the definitions of its three components: 1)
satisfaction, one’s positive feelings towards their ingroup, 2) solidarity, one’s sense of bond with
their ingroup, and 3) centrality, the level of importance one’s ingroup has in their life.
Leach et al.’s (2008) model of ingroup identification divides a broad term into smaller,
uniquely predictive components, allowing for a better understanding of the specific measures
that predict a particular attitude (Leach et al., 2008). For example, although centrality, solidarity,
and satisfaction are all components of the self-investment dimension, Leach et al. (2008), in
Study 5 and Study 6, found centrality to be uniquely predictive of perception of threat to the
ingroup. This could be particularly important for the current research, where acid rain and the
harm threshold will either be framed as a threat salient to the racial ingroup (White) or racial
outgroup (Black). White Americans with a high measure of racial self-investment, and
specifically of centrality, may be particularly sensitive to the problem of acid rain when the
threat to Whites is made salient, causing them to oppose policies that would increase the danger
towards their ingroup.
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A question remains concerning why the current research used racial ingroup
identification as its variable of observer identification. There are other ways that observer
identification could have been measured. For example, this study could have recorded participant
race and examined the differences in moral judgments between White and Black participants.
But this approach would have ignored the significant variation in judgments within racial groups.
Racial ingroup identification is an important predictor of attitudes (Jardina, 2019) that captures
large variation of observer identification within a specific racial group (in this case, among
White Americans).
Ingroup identification with one’s racial ingroup is an important predictor of support for
various policies, but the association is not entirely straightforward. Jardina (2019) emphasizes an
important distinction between White racial solidarity (by which Jardina essentially means White
ingroup identification) and White racial resentment. Whereas White racial resentment is
associated with racial prejudice and opposition towards various policies that benefit non-White
Americans, White racial solidarity is associated with concern for the interest of the ingroup
(Jardina, 2019). Thus, Whites who identify strongly with their racial ingroup will be particularly
concerned with threats towards their ingroup and particularly supportive of policies that benefit
their ingroup (Jardina, 2019). For example, policies such as food stamps have been racialized by
politicians, who have framed them as government handouts to the lazy poor (Jardina, 2019). In
effect, these programs, because of their framing, may not be seen as much of a threat towards the
power and privilege of the White ingroup (Jardina, 2019). White racial solidarity did not greatly
predict attitudes towards various welfare programs either way (Jardina, 2019). Racial resentment,
however, predicted opposition towards these programs (Jardina, 2019).
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Threat or benefit towards the ingroup, then, seem to be the key component of policies
that are associated, negatively or positively, with White racial solidarity (Jardina, 2019). Jardina
(2019) argues that Social Security, for instance, has historically been framed as being for the
benefit of Whites (despite its apparent universality). Thus, White racial solidarity should predict
greater support for Social Security spending. And, indeed, this is what Jardina found across three
surveys. White racial solidarity (controlling for racial resentment) also predicted support for
increased spending by the federal government on Whites and was a small but positive predictor
of support for federal spending on other racial groups (Jardina, 2019). Opposition to federal
spending on all groups, was, in contrast, associated with racial resentment (Jardina, 2019). The
association, however, was much greater when the group in question was non-White, suggesting
in particular, an opposition towards benefiting other racial groups by Whites high in racial
resentment (Jardina, 2019). Thus, racial resentment and racial solidarity (or ingroup
identification) are not predictive of the same attitudes. (The current research measured and
controlled for racial resentment.) Linking this back to threshold problems, Whites high in selfinvestment may be particularly concerned about protecting other Whites (target identity) from
the harm of crossing the threshold (act structure), as opposed to opposing decisions that would
benefit non-Whites.
Study 1
Whereas the goal of many moral psychology experiments is to uncover moral universals
that detail how people make moral decisions and judgments (Hester & Gray, 2020), the current
study sought to examine the potential importance of target identity and observer identification to
moral judgments by manipulating (or measuring in the case of observer identification) an
identity variable of the targets and an identity variable of the observers, while keeping the
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structure of the moral scenario constant. Participants read the acid rain threshold problem,
wherein the EPA is planning on raising the number of sulfur dioxide emissions allowances
issued each year. This is the basic act structure of the moral scenario, with the article
communicating to participants the potential harm that the EPA’s plan could lead to. In order to
manipulate target identity, the end of the acid rain threshold problem differed between
participants, with half (randomly assigned) reading that an example of a place likely to be
harmed by an increase in acid rain is Chester, PA, a majority-Black suburb of Philadelphia (the
Black city condition). The other half of participants read that an example of a place likely to be
harmed by an increase in acid rain is Radnor, PA, a majority-White suburb of Philadelphia (the
White city condition). In this way, Study 1 made the target identity of city resident race salient to
participants. To measure observer identification, participants answered the 14 item ingroup
identification scale developed by Leach et al. (2008), leaving each participant with an individual
measure of racial ingroup identification. The design and analysis plan of Study 1 were
preregistered using my advisor’s Open Science Framework account (Sargent, 2021).
Predictions
I hypothesized an interaction between observer identification and target identity, such
that, as racial self-investment increases, judgments of the moral acceptability of the EPA’s plan
to raise the number sulfur dioxide emission allowances issued each year would decrease in the
White city condition, but this same decrease would not be seen in the Black city condition. As
previously noted, self-investment is composed of three components—solidarity, satisfaction, and
centrality. A factor analysis was run to determine if, in this sample, self-investment should be
analyzed as one factor, or if each component should be analyzed separately. Importantly, the
results of Leach et al. (2008) suggest that centrality is especially related to the perception of
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threat towards the ingroup, meaning that the Observer Identity × Target Identity interaction may
emerge more strongly when racial centrality is analyzed on its own.
A similar interaction was expected when participants are asked how they would desire to
change the number of allowances (increase or decrease) from the current number of 250,000.
Here, it was expected that, as self-investment increases, the desired change in allowances would
decrease in the White city condition, but that this same decrease would not be observed in the
Black city condition.
Two more questions assessed the perceived harm of an increase in acid rain for the city
described in the scenario, with one question postulating a small increase in acid rain given the
new number of emission allowances, and the other postulating a large increase (implying a
crossing of the harm threshold). Given the harms associated with acid rain that were presented to
participants, participants were predicted to judge the large increase in acid rain as causing a
worse outcome than the small increase in acid rain. This pattern of results would suggest that
participants intuitively grasp the threshold problem nature of acid rain—a small increase in acid
does not pose a serious threat and is probably sustainable (much like a few people using the new
hook in Levine et al. (2020) is sustainable), but a large increase in acid rain would pose a
significant issue, leading to a sizeable amount of harm.
Method
Participants
A total of 229 White American participants were recruited using Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk through CloudResearch (https://cloudresearch.com; Litman et al., 2017). Participants were
paid $1.00 for their responses. First, four participants were dropped because they did not choose
White as the option that best described their race. Next, one participant was dropped for failing
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both attention checks. Before looking at the data, it was decided that the minimum adequate
amount of time to read and respond to the entire survey was 210 seconds, and 12 participants
were dropped for failing to spend at least this amount of time on the survey. Finally, in order to
utilize two suburbs of Philadelphia, PA, Chester and Radnor, in the threshold scenarios without
participants bringing their prior knowledge of these suburbs into the study, participants were
recruited from non-Pennsylvania states, but seven participants were dropped because they
currently lived in or had previously lived in Pennsylvania and one participant was dropped for
failure to respond to the question asking if they currently lived in or had previously lived in
Pennsylvania. Altogether, this left a total of 204 participants (113 of whom were male, 90
female, and 1 non-binary) who were included in analyses3. The average age of these 204
participants was 42.75 years (SD = 11.71).
Materials
Ingroup Identification. Participants’ identification with their racial ingroup was
measured using the 14 item two-factor model developed by Leach et al. (2008). Importantly, this
measure differentiates between the two factors of self-investment and self-definition. Leach et al.
(2008) give evidence that each factor encompasses different components of ingroup
identification; individual self-stereotyping and ingroup homogeneity both fall under selfdefinition, while satisfaction, solidarity, and centrality fall under self-investment. Participants
answered each item on a 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) scale. Items from the
measure that assess self-definition include, “I have a lot in common with the average White
American,” and “White Americans have a lot in common with each other,” (Leach et al., 2008,

3

Of these 204 participants, one did not respond to the measure of political orientation in the demographics section.
Thus, for any analyses that entered political orientation as a variable, this participant was excluded as well, leaving
203 participants. The average age of these 203 participants was 42.70 years (SD = 11.71).
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p. 165). Items assessing self-investment include, “The fact that I am a White American is an
important part of my identity,” and “I am glad to be a White American,” (Leach et al., 2008, p.
165).
Threshold Problem. Participants were presented with one of two threshold problems in
the form of an article. (See Appendix A for the full text of the threshold problems used in Study
1.) These threshold problems were identical, except that the racial majority of the city made
salient as a place that would be harmed by an increase in acid rain varied by condition. In the
Black city condition, the article concluded by discussing Chester, PA, a suburb of Philadelphia
and majority-Black, as an example of a place where people would be harmed by an increase in
acid rain, which would cause an “increase in air pollution by sulfate particles.” In the White city
condition, the article concluded by discussing Radnor, PA, also a suburb of Philadelphia but
majority-White, as an example of a place where people would be harmed by an increase in acid
rain. In both conditions, participants were told that the suburb was composed of over 65% of
Black (Chester) or White (Radnor) residents (Census Bureau, 2019). So as not to make the
manipulation obvious, a number of other details about the cities (held constant between the two
conditions) were also mentioned. These details included population (both cities have populations
of around 32,000 people), the percentage of the population under 18 years old (slightly over 20%
in both cases), and the percentage of the population over 65 years old, which was about 13% in
both cases (Census Bureau, 2019).
In both the Black city and White city conditions, participants read the same article
leading up to the salient city. First participants saw background information on the EPA’s Acid
Rain Program. Of importance was the introduction of the idea of sulfur dioxide emission
allowances that the EPA issues to control acid rain. Here, the article read, “The US
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Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) oversees the Acid Rain Program, which includes
setting a limit on emissions of sulfur dioxide, a contributing factor to acid rain. Each year, the
EPA auctions off 250,000 pollution allowances.” This served to establish a baseline idea of the
extent of emission allowances before introducing the idea of raising the number of allowances.
Participants then read about the harm caused by acid rain. Environmental harm was mentioned,
but the article primarily focused on harm to human health, saying, “Sulfur dioxide reacts with
other chemicals in the atmosphere to create sulfate particles, which pollute the air of areas
exposed to acid rain. People in these areas regularly breathe in these sulfate particles, which then
penetrate the bloodstream. Over time, exposure can lead people to develop serious respiratory
and cardiovascular problems, such as inflammation and plaque build-up in arteries, in a way
analogous to long-term cigarette smoke exposure.” This served to lay out the potential harm to
residents of the salient city that would result from a significant increase in acid rain.
Next, participants read that the EPA plans on raising the number of sulfur dioxide
emission allowances issued each year from 250,000 to 330,000 to stimulate economic growth.
Since only 125,000 of the 250,000 allowances issued by the EPA per year are usable starting in
the year that they are issued (the other 125,000 are usable starting seven years in the future), it
was specified that the EPA plans for the additional allowances to all be usable in the current
year. This was designed to make their potential impact more immediate and, therefore, salient.
From here, participants were introduced to the uncertainty concerning the harm threshold
through the varying opinions of three medical and environmental experts. Participants first read
the opinion of the fictional environmental economist, Dr. John Kippling, who was a “proponent
of raising the number of allowances issued by the EPA, holds that such an increase would not
greatly increase mortality rates in areas affected by acid rain but would serve to boost the US
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economy.” Next, participants saw the opinion of Dr. Amanda Steward, who believed that raising
allowances to 205,000 immediate use allowances, “could lead to a massive increase in sulfate
particles,” and a resulting increase in, “respiratory and cardiovascular illnesses.” Finally,
participants read the opinion of Dr. Wallace Barron, who advocated for lowering the current
number of allowances, since “some regions still experience acid rain above a tolerable level.”
Finally, participants read the condition specific information, regarding the racial makeup
of the salient city that would be harmed by an increase in acid rain. The condition specific
information also included what participants were told was a picture of the 20 members of the
Radnor or Chester high school student council (depending on condition). In the White city
condition (Radnor), the student council picture included 15 White faces and 5 Black faces, while
in the Black city condition (Chester) the student council picture included 15 Black faces and 5
White faces. This was done to further make salient the racial demographics of the cities. In both
cases, participants read that the student council was looking at the EPA’s plans to raise
allowances and planned “to make a statement to weigh in on a decision that could affect the city
in which they live.” In reality, the pictures did not depict students from a high school in either
Radnor or Chester but were taken from the Chicago Face Database (Ma et al., 2015).
Faces were selected in pairs, one Black, one White, and each pair was matched for
attractiveness and perceived threateningness. This process resulted in a set of 15 Black faces
(Mattr = 3.52, Mthreat = 2.07), that was matched on both dimensions with 15 White faces (Mattr =
3.51, Mthreat = 2.09). A grid was constructed on which to place the faces, with each location
including a designated name. For the White city condition picture, all 15 White faces were
randomly placed on the grid (in a location with a name that corresponded with the gender of the
individual in the picture). 5 of the Black faces were randomly chosen to be placed in the grid as
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well. In the Black city condition picture, all 15 Black faces were randomly placed on the grid,
along with the corresponding White face for each of the 5 Black faces that were placed in the
White faces grid (to match the minority race faces for attractiveness and threat). In both cases,
the names remained in the same location on the grid across conditions, and any faces that were
included in both grids (i.e., the 5 Black faces in the majority-White grid and the 5 White faces in
the majority-Black grid) were placed in the same location on both grids. These stimuli can be
seen in Appendix C.
Procedure
First, participants saw a screen with information about the study so that they could make
an informed decision about whether to participate. This screen contained a statement alerting
participants that some information they would see in the study might be fabricated for the
purposes of the study. Participants also saw that, first, they would read a short article about acid
rain, its harmful effects, and the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s policies that
seek to reduce acid rain by limiting sulfur dioxide emissions. Second, participants read that they
would answer several questions about the article, as well as several questions about themselves.
If they consented, participants proceeded to read one of two versions of the article on acid
rain, corresponding to either the Black city or White city condition. The articles were identical in
detail, as discussed above, except that the Black city condition ended by making salient the harm
that an increase in acid rain could do to the health of the people living in Chester. The White city
condition, on the other hand, ended by making salient the harm that an increase in acid rain could
do to the health of the people living in Radnor. Participants also saw the student council photo
for their respective condition and the additional demographic information.
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After reading the article, participants answered four questions about the changes to the
number of sulfur dioxide pollution allowances issued by the EPA. First, participants answered,
“Is it morally acceptable for the EPA to raise the number of sulfur dioxide emissions allowances
it will issue from 250,000 to 330,000?” with answers ranging from 1 (not at all acceptable) to 5
(totally acceptable) with 3 (neither unacceptable nor acceptable) as a midpoint. Next,
participants responded to the question, “If you were setting the number of pollution allowances
issued by the EPA to emit sulfur dioxide, would you set the number at fewer than, more than, or
exactly 250,000 allowances per year?” with answers ranging from 1 (many fewer) to 5 (many
more), with 3 (I would not change the number of allowances issued from 250,000) as a midpoint.
Finally, participants answered two questions about the severity of the harm that would ensue if
the sulfur dioxide emission threshold were crossed. First, participants saw, “How bad would the
outcome be for the people of the city described if the new number of allowances issued by the
EPA raised acid rain levels by a small amount in that city?” and answer on 1 (not at all bad) to 5
(very bad) scale. Last, participants saw, “How bad would the outcome be for the people of the
city described if the new number of allowances issued by the EPA raised acid rain levels by a
large amount in that city?” with answers, again, ranging from 1 (not at all bad) to 5 (very bad).
Participants then answered a number of demographic questions, including their gender,
race, ethnicity, age, and political orientation. Participants were asked to give their five-digit ZIP
code and answered a question asking if they currently or had previously lived in Pennsylvania. If
in answering these demographic questions, a participant did not select “White” as their race, the
study ended, and their data were excluded from the final dataset. Participants who selected
“White” as their race continued with the study, next responding in a randomized order to Leach
et al.’s (2008) ingroup identification measure and the six items of a measure of racial resentment
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taken from Kinder and Sanders (1996). The racial resentment items were answered on a fivepoint scale, ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). The measure included items
such as, “If African-Americans would only try harder they could be just as well off as whites,”
(Kinder & Sanders, 1996). Racial resentment showed high internal consistency on Cronbach’s
alpha, (𝛼 = .92). Finally, participants answered a two-question suspicion probe, asking if
anything in the study seemed “strange or unusual.” At the end of the experiment, participants
were fully debriefed. This protocol was deemed exempt from IRB review, as a benign behavioral
intervention, with Approval # E-21-30.
Results
Racial Ingroup Identification Factor Analysis
Leach et al. (2008) separated ingroup identification into two factors, self-investment and
self-definition. The self-investment factor is composed of the solidarity, satisfaction, and
centrality components, while the self-definition factor is composed of the individual selfstereotyping and ingroup homogeneity components (Leach et al., 2008). Here, I ran a factor
analysis (with maximum likelihood estimation and an oblimin rotation) to determine the number
of factors that best characterized the racial ingroup identification data collected in Study 1. The
results suggested that, in the current study, racial ingroup identification should be thought of as
being composed of three factors. These results can be seen in Table 1.
The measure of racial ingroup identification consisted of 14 items. The first factor
consisted of the three solidarity items and the four satisfaction items, each of which loaded onto
the first factor far better than the other two factors. Thus, Factor 1 was given the name of
Solidarity and Satisfaction. The second factor consisted of the three centrality items, all of which
loaded negatively onto Factor 2 and did not load well onto the other two factors. Factor 2 was
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dubbed Centrality. The Factor 3 consisted of the two individual self-stereotyping items and the
two ingroup homogeneity items, all of which loaded onto Factor 3 much more than the other two
factors. Since in Leach et al.’s (2008) formulation of ingroup identification, individual selfstereotyping and ingroup homogeneity are the components of the self-definition factor, Factor 3
was named Self-Definition. The correlation between Factor 1 and Factor 2 was -.62. The
correlation between Factor 1 and Factor 3 was .57. Finally, the correlation between Factors 2 and
3 was -.51.
Solidarity and Satisfaction, 𝛼 = .94, Centrality, 𝛼 = .87, and Self-Definition, ɑ = 0.90, all
showed high internal consistency on Cronbach’s alpha. A composite score for each factor was
created for each participant by taking the average of their responses on the questions that
corresponded with each factor. These three factors were used in the following analyses. Selfdefinition was entered into the regressions as an additional predictor in order to control for its
effects. Since Leach et al. (2008) determine solidarity, satisfaction, and centrality to be the three
components of self-investment, each hypothesis about the interaction between self-investment
and city condition detailed above was analyzed using both Factor 1 (Solidarity and Satisfaction)
while controlling for Factor 2, and Factor 2 (Centrality) while controlling for Factor 1.
Moral Acceptability Judgments
The first dependent variable of interest was participant judgments of the moral
acceptability of the EPA’s plan to raise sulfur dioxide emission allowances. An interaction
between racial-self-investment and city condition was expected, such that, as self-investment
increased, the acceptability of the EPA’s plan would decrease in the White city condition, but
that a corresponding decrease would not be observed when the city was Black. Multiple linear
regression was used to test for this interaction. Since self-investment in this data set was
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determined to consist of two factors, 1) Solidarity and Satisfaction and 2) Centrality, a multiple
linear regression predicting acceptability was run for each factor and its interaction with city
condition.
Where applicable, the variables used in the analyses of Study 1 were centered to have 0
as their mean. The following variables--solidarity and satisfaction, centrality, self-definition,
racial resentment, and ideology--were all centered. The results of the first acceptability
regression can be seen in Table 2. Here, the interaction between solidarity and satisfaction and
city condition was entered as a predictor of moral acceptability. City condition, racial solidarity
and satisfaction, racial self-definition, racial resentment, ideology, gender, and racial centrality
were entered as additional predictors. The predictors accounted for 29.2% of the variance, F(8,
194) = 9.99, p < .001, R2 = .29. Contrary to the hypothesis, the Solidarity and Satisfaction × City
Condition interaction was not a significant predictor of acceptability judgments, t(194) = 0.99, p
= .323. This pattern of results can be seen in Figure 1. In this model, city condition t(194) = 2.35,
p = .020, ideology, t(194) = 4.38, p < .001, and gender, t(194) = 3.00, p = .003 were significant
predictors of acceptance. Participants in the White city condition were more accepting of the
EPA’s plan than those in the Black city condition. As participant ideology became more
conservative, their acceptance increased. Male participants offered higher acceptability
judgments than did other participants.
In the second acceptability regression (whose results can be seen in Table 3), the
Centrality × City Condition interaction was also not a significant predictor of acceptability
judgments, t(194) = 0.77, p = .444. In this regression, the predictor variables, city condition,
centrality, Centrality × City Condition, self-definition, racial resentment, ideology, gender, and
solidarity and satisfaction, accounted for 29.0% of the variance, F(8, 194) = 9.93, p < .001, R2 =
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.29. This result can be seen in Figure 2. City condition, t(194) = 2.33, p = .021, ideology, t(194)
= 4.43, p < .001 and gender, t(194) = 2.91, p = .004, were, again, significant predictors of
acceptability (in the same direction as described in the previous analysis).
Allowance Change Preferences
The second dependent variable of interest was how participants themselves would choose
to change the number of sulfur dioxide emission allowances issued each year (either raising or
lowering the total from the EPA’s current number). Again, an interaction was expected between
racial self-investment and city condition, such that, as self-investment increase, the desired
change to allowances would decrease in the White city condition, but that this same decrease
would not appear in the Black city condition. Self-investment was again split into two factors, 1)
Solidarity and Satisfaction and 2) Centrality, for analysis.
The results of the first allowance change regression can be seen in Table 4. Here,
multiple linear regression was used to test the Solidarity and Satisfaction × City Condition
interaction. City condition, solidarity and satisfaction, self-definition, racial resentment,
ideology, gender, and centrality were entered as additional predictors. Together, these variables
accounted for 22.2% of the variance in responses, F(8, 194) = 6.93, p < .001, R2 = .22. Contrary
to the hypothesis, the interaction between Solidarity and Satisfaction and city condition was not
significant, t(194) = 0.02, p = .984. See Figure 3 for a depiction of the results. Among the
additional predictors, only ideology was a significant predictor of acceptance, t(194) = 3.98, p <
.001, such that, as ideology became more conservative, acceptance increased.
Similarly, the Centrality × City Condition interaction was not significant in the second
allowance change regression, t(194) = -0.46, p = .643. This regression can be found in Table 5,
and is visually depicted in Figure 4. In this second allowance change regression, the entered
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variables, Centrality × City Condition, city condition, solidarity and satisfaction, self-definition,
racial resentment, ideology, gender, and centrality, accounted for 22.3% of the variance, F(8,
194) = 6.94, p < .001, R2 = .22. Ideology was, again, the only significant predictor of acceptance,
t(194) = 3.94, p < .001, with more conservative participants judging the EPA’s plan as more
acceptable.
Small vs Large Acid Rain Increase
Each participant answered two questions asking how bad they thought a small and large
increase in acid rain would be for the city in the article. Here, it was hypothesized that
participants would rate the large increase in acid rain as significantly worse for the city than the
small increase in acid rain, and the data supported the hypothesis. A paired samples t-test showed
a significant effect of acid rain increase size, t(202) = -13.79, p < .001, with participants
reporting that a large increase in acid rain would be worse for the city than a small increase. One
thing that should be noted is that the order of the increase questions was not randomized; all
participants saw the small increase question followed by the large increase question. This may
have created an order effect in the data. But the increase questions were included in the survey to
verify that participants understood that a large increase in acid rain would be worse than a small
increase. They were unrelated to the observer identification and target identity aspects of this
research.
Exploratory Analyses--Racial Resentment
Contrary to what was hypothesized, multiple linear regression revealed no significant
interaction between observer identification, as measured by the two self-investment factors, and
target identity (i.e., city condition). If anything, the pattern of results in Figures 1 and 2 runs
contrary to predictions. In order to make sense of the data and explore other possibilities, I ran
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exploratory analyses examining potential interactions between 1) ideology and city condition, 2)
self-definition and city condition, and 3) racial resentment and city condition. Multiple linear
regression revealed nothing of note in the self-definition and ideology analyses. There was,
however, a significant Racial Resentment × City Condition interaction for both moral
acceptability judgments and allowance change preferences. These results can be seen in Table 6
and Table 7, respectively.
In both multiple linear regressions, city condition, centrality, racial resentment, selfdefinition, ideology, gender, and solidarity and satisfaction were entered as additional predictors.
In the moral acceptability judgment analysis, these variables accounted for 31.5% of the
variance, F(8, 194) = 11.16, p < .001, R2 = .32. As previously stated, the interaction between
racial resentment and city condition was significant, t(194) = 2.76, p = .006. The counterintuitive
pattern of these results can be seen in Figure 5. As racial resentment rose, so did the reported
moral acceptability for the EPA’s plans to raise the number of emission allowances, but only
when the city was White. In the Black city condition, the pattern of results showed the opposite
tendency: as racial resentment increased, the reported moral acceptability of the EPA’s plans
decreased. Among the additional predictors, city condition, t(194) = 2.42, p = .016, selfdefinition, t(194) = -2.05, p = .042, ideology, t(194) = 4.45, p < .001, and gender, t(194) = 3.34,
p = .001, were all significant predictors of acceptance. Participants were more accepting of the
EPA’s plan in the White city condition than in the Black city condition. As self-definition
increased, acceptance of the EPA’s plan to increase allowances decreased. As ideology became
more conservative, acceptance increased. Finally, male participants responded with higher
acceptance than non-male participants.
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In the allowance change preferences analysis, the entered variables accounted for 24.0%
of the variance, F(8, 194) = 7.65, p < .001, R2 = .24. Again, the interaction between racial
resentment and city condition was significant, t(194) = 2.12, p = .035. Figure 6 displays the
pattern of results, which are characterized by the same counterintuitive interaction pattern as was
present in the moral acceptability judgments analysis: as racial resentment roses, so did the
amount by which participants would increase emission allowances, but only in the White city
condition. While these analyses were exploratory and I laid down no hypothesis about racial
resentment, the results are nonetheless intriguing. A potential explanation for them will be
proposed in the Discussion section. Among the additional predictors, only ideology was
significant, t(194) = 4.00, p < .001, with more conservative participants judging the EPA’s plan
to be more acceptable.
Discussion
Study 1 tested for an interaction between self-investment and city condition such that, on
the moral acceptability question, as self-investment increased, the perceived moral acceptability
of the EPA’s plan to increase the number of sulfur dioxide emission allowances would decrease
when the salient city that would be harmed by an increase in acid rain was majority-White, but
not when that city was majority-Black. The data were inconsistent with this hypothesis. Nor was
a significant interaction found between self-investment and city condition for the question
assessing how participants themselves would choose to change the number of allowances issued
by the EPA.
This result is somewhat unexpected, given the research showing that ingroup
identification is an important predictor of attitudes towards an array of policies (Jardina, 2019;
Leach et al., 2008). It is possible that the data were influenced by a floor effect. As can be seen in
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Figures 1-6, average responses were all well below the midpoint of 3. In both the moral
acceptability and allowance change preference cases, 3 indicated a neutral answer: “neither
acceptable or unacceptable,” and “I would not change the number of allowances issued from
250,000,” respectively. For the moral acceptability question, responses below the midpoint
indicated that participants thought the EPA’s plan was morally unacceptable, and for the change
preference question, responses below the midpoint indicated that the participant would decrease
the number of allowances issued by the EPA each year (from 250,000 to a lower number). More
or less blanket condemnation for the EPA’s plan from participants could have masked effects
that would have otherwise emerged in the data.
The interaction between racial resentment and city condition was completely unexpected.
If Study 1 had tested a hypothesis about racial resentment, it would have been expected that as
racial resentment increased, moral acceptability of the EPA’s plan would decrease in the White
city condition but increase in the Black city condition. This is the intuitive shape of a Racial
Resentment × City Condition interaction, with racial resentment measuring White Americans’
racial prejudice against Black Americans. The data show the opposite, however. In this
interaction (as can be seen in Figure 5), as racial resentment increased, so did support for the
EPA’s plan, but only in the White city condition. It is possible that this is a spurious effect that
would not hold up to replication attempts, but if the effect is not spurious, appeasement behavior,
examined by Chow et al. (2013), may offer an explanation.
In Study 1, Chow et al. (2013) measured social dominance orientation (SDO), a measure
of one’s tolerance of group-based hierarchy, among White participants. Participants also read
either that the existing racial hierarchy was under threat or not under threat. This was
accomplished by having participants read that the attitude of the majority of Blacks had become
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either more negative or more positive in the past 10 years (Chow et al., 2013). The researchers
then had participants indicate their support for affirmative action. Although one might expect
high SDO Whites to oppose affirmative action, the results showed an interaction, such that
participants high in SDO actually showed increased support for affirmative action when they
perceived the hierarchy as being under threat, compared to when they did not perceive a threat to
the hierarchy. Participants low in SDO showed an opposite pattern of results, decreasing their
support for affirmative action when they saw the hierarchy as being under threat. Chow et al.
interpreted this behavior from high SDO individuals as a form of appeasement, a way to stabilize
an unstable hierarchy. For these pro-hierarchy Whites, affirmative action may be like a peace
offering, something small to concede to Blacks in order to appease them and maintain the status
quo. Indeed, in her book, The New Jim Crow, Michelle Alexander refers to affirmative action as
a “racial bribe,” (Alexander, 2010, p. 304), that achieves “‘cosmetic’ racial diversity”
(Alexander, 2010, p. 304), while failing to address deep structural problems. Furthermore, in
Study 3, Chow et al. show that the appeasement interaction did not emerge when Whites high in
SDO viewed the existing racial hierarchy as stable, even in the face of perceived subordinate
group threat. In other words, when the hierarchy was stable, even if it was not well liked by those
on the bottom, high SDO Whites did not offer any concessions. Together, these point towards a
view of affirmative action as a strategic tool to be deployed in the face of racial unrest and
hierarchy instability.
It is possible that the interaction between racial resentment and city condition in this
study was due to a similar form of appeasement behavior by White participants high in racial
resentment. Given recent events in the United States over the past several years, among them the
murder of George Floyd in 2020, a crime which sparked protests calling for racial justice
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throughout the country (McLaughlin, 2020), it is plausible that participants entered Study 1 with
some idea of a threat towards or the instability of the existing racial hierarchy. Participants
would then have seen the cues that made race salient in the survey, namely the demographic
information about the racial makeup of Chester or Radnor and the portraits of the student council
members. With race salient in their minds, participants high in racial resentment may have
engaged in appeasement by indicating that the EPA’s plans are very morally unacceptable in the
Black city condition and are less morally unacceptable in the White city condition.
Chow et al. (2013) did not measure racial resentment, nor did the current study attempt to
replicate their findings about SDO with racial resentment. These are problems for the
appeasement account of the Racial Resentment × City Condition interaction. Study 2 attempted
to more directly test the appeasement interpretation (assuming that the interaction replicates) by
also measuring participant SDO to see if the same interaction emerged there. Study 2 also made
threat towards, and instability of, the racial hierarchy salient to maximize their salience for all
participants. Finally, Study 2 addressed the possibility of floor effects by attempting to raise
participants’ moral acceptability judgments and allowance change preferences. This was
accomplished by downplaying the harmful effects of acid rain while emphasizing the economic
benefits of allowing sulfur dioxide pollution. Though acid rain is a very serious problem, in order
to capture differences in participants’ moral reasoning, moral acceptability of raising allowances
cannot be at the floor.
Study 2
Study 2 built on Study 1’s examination of the potential role that target identity and
observer identification might play in shaping moral judgment in a scenario with an otherwise
fixed act structure. Observer identification was, again, measured using Leach et al.’s (2008)
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ingroup identification scale. Participants read a modified version of the acid rain threshold
problem used in Study 1, wherein they were either presented with potential harm to a majorityWhite or majority-Black city (the manipulation of target identity). In Study 2, the acid rain
threshold problem was modified to emphasize the potential economic benefits of increasing the
number of sulfur dioxide allowances issued each year and to deemphasize the potential harms of
acid rain. This was done with the goal of raising participants’ moral acceptability judgments to
render unlikely any floor effects that could have masked effects that would have otherwise
emerged in Study 1.
Predictions
As was expected (but did not bear out in the results) with Study 1, an interaction between
self-investment and city condition was hypothesized, such that, as self-investment increased,
judgments of moral acceptability of the EPA’s plan would decrease in the White city condition,
but that this same decrease would not be observed in the Black city condition. If factor analysis
suggested that self-investment is best broken up into two factors (as was the case in Study 1) the
Self-Investment × City Condition interaction would be investigated using both factors.
A significant Self-Investment × City Condition interaction was also hypothesized when
participants were asked how they would change the number of allowances issued by the EPA
from the current number of 250,000. Here, it was expected that, as self-investment increased,
participants would desire a greater decrease in allowances in the White city but a greater increase
in allowances in the Black city.
Participants were, again, expected to judge the large acid rain increase as being worse
than the small acid rain increase for the city that they read about in the study.
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Study 1 revealed a counterintuitive interaction between racial resentment and city
condition, such that, as racial resentment increased, so did acceptance of the EPA’s plan but only
in the White city condition, while the Black city did not see this same acceptance increase. A
similar interaction was found for allowance change. No predictions were made regarding racial
resentment in Study 1, and none will be made for Study 2, however, the Racial Resentment ×
City Condition interaction were examined to determine if the counterintuitive pattern of results
from Study 1 held. Given the counterintuitive nature of the effect and the surprise of its
appearance, it does not make sense to predict that it will emerge again in Study 2, but it warrants
further examination, especially given the appeasement behavior explanation suggested by the
results of Chow et al. (2013). Based on the results of Chow et al. (2013), Study 2 also tested for
SDO × City Condition interactions. If the counterintuitive Racial Resentment × City Condition
interaction emerged again and there was a similar interaction between SDO and city condition,
the appeasement behavior explanation would gain additional support. The design and analysis
plan of Study 2 were preregistered (Sargent, 2022), but the analysis of the data in Study 2
differed from what was preregistered. Instead of running a multiple linear regression for each
factor of self-investment and its interaction with city condition, I instead ran one multiple linear
regression that included solidarity and satisfaction, centrality, self-definition, and each factor’s
interaction with city condition.
I ran three pilot studies for Study 2. Participants in the pilot studies were paid $1.10 for
their responses. Two of these pilots were identical to the final version of Study 2, and the 25
participants from these studies were included in the final sample. The third pilot study employed
a slightly different procedure, where participants were introduced to college students attending
either Chester or Radnor community college (instead of high school students). However, the
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results of this pilot study did not suggest that participants judged the EPA’s plan to be more
morally acceptable when the students were in college compared to when they were in high
school, so the version with high school students was used to keep Study 2 similar to Study 1.
Method
Participants
A total of 235 White American participants were recruited using Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk through CloudResearch. Participants were paid $1.10 for their responses. Of the initial 235,
eight participants were dropped because they did not choose White as the option that best
described their race. No participants were dropped for failing both attention checks. The same
cutoff of 210 seconds was used in Study 2 to represent the minimum amount of time adequate to
read and respond to the survey, and nine participants were dropped for failing to spend at least
this amount of time on the survey. Finally, 19 participants were dropped for indicating that they
currently live or had previously lived in Pennsylvania. After dropping these participants, 199
(104 male and 95 female) remained for inclusion in the analyses. The average age of these 199
participants was 41.47 years (SD = 12.22).
Materials
Ingroup Identification. As with Study 1, Study 2 measured participants’ identification
with their racial ingroup using Leach et al.’s (2008) 14 item two-factor model of ingroup
identification.
Threshold Problem. Participants in Study 2 read a modified version of the acid rain
threshold problem used in Study 1. (The full text of the acid rain threshold problems used in
Study 2 can be found in Appendix B.) As with Study 1, participants either read a version of the
threshold problem that included potential harm to a majority-White city or a version where the
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potential harm was to a majority-Black city. The changes made to the acid rain threshold
problem reflected efforts to emphasize the economic benefits and shift attention away from the
harms of acid rain and were done to try to account for any floor effects that may have masked
effects in Study 1, given the overall low ratings of acceptability and desired change. Most
notably, the third expert, who argued for an overall reduction of allowances from the current
250,000 was removed from the scenario, leaving only the expert in favor of raising allowances
and the expert who believed that 250,000 was the correct number. The second paragraph of the
scenario, which detailed the harms of acid rain, was shortened to spend less time overall on the
negative effects (though enough of the same information on harms was included so as not to be
misleading). Furthermore, details regarding how raising allowances would benefit the economy
were added to the draw more attention to the benefits. For example, the sentence, “Raising
allowances is expected to create new jobs by allowing companies to expand production, which
would provide American workers with new opportunities,” was added in Study 2 to expand upon
the more general suggestion of encouraging “economic growth in important new industries,”
from Study 1. Finally, the argument of the allowance increase advocate was bolstered with
details about the economic benefits, and the argument of the expert advocating for keeping the
allowances the same was made to sound less alarming. For example, where the paragraph read
that raising allowances, “could lead to a massive increase in sulfate particles in certain regions,
causing a spike in respiratory and cardiovascular illnesses,” in Study 1, the same equivalent
sentence in Study 2 read that increasing allowances, “could lead to a significant increase in
sulfate particles in certain regions, and possibly more occurrences of respiratory and
cardiovascular illnesses.”
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SDO7 Short Scale. Participants’ social dominance orientation was measured using the 8item SDO7 short scale developed by Ho et al. (2015). The SDO7 scale distinguishes between the
two subdimensions of SDO, SDO-E(galitarianism) and SDO-D(ominance). While Chow et al.
(2013) did not distinguish between the SDO subdimensions in their analysis, the current study
did in order to account for the fact that SDO-E and SDO-D are predictive of different attitudes,
judgments, and behaviors (Ho et al., 2012; Ho et al., 2015). SDO-E is characterized by subtle
and passive forms of hierarchy maintenance, while SDO-D is more aggressive and active in its
hierarchy maintenance (Ho et al., 2015). Ho et al.’s (2015) scale includes items assessing SDO-E
(e.g., “Group equality should not be our primary goal.”) and items assessing SDO-D (i.e., “Some
groups of people are simply inferior to other groups.”). Participants assessed each item on a 1
(strongly oppose) to 7 (strongly favor) scale. Interactions between both forms of SDO and city
condition were examined in the analyses. SDO-E, 𝛼 = .84, and SDO-D, 𝛼 = .81, both showed
high internal consistency based on Cronbach’s alpha.
Procedure
Participants initially saw a screen with information about the study so that they could
make an informed decision about participation. This screen contained a statement alerting
participants that some information they would see in the study may be fabricated for the
purposes of the study. Participants also so a message that read, “The goal of this study is to
assess people's opinions of the United States Environmental Protection Agency's policies and
programs, and how those opinions relate to how people see themselves as Americans. Some of
these questions will relate to issues of social justice in the US. As you know, in recent years,
activists have been calling for racial justice along with practices and policies that promote equity
and inclusion. Overall, policymakers agree with these activists, though some disagree and have
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pushed back on social justice-related policies. This survey will ask you about your attitudes
around social justice.” This message was included to make a sense of threat to the existing racial
hierarchy salient to participants. Participants in Chow et al. (2013) showed appeasement
behavior when they perceived the existing racial hierarchy as being under threat, and this
message attempted to recreate those conditions to better investigate the potential appeasement
effect shown by participants high in racial resentment in Study 1. Participants then learned that
they would read a short article about acid rain, its harmful effects, and the United States
Environmental Protection Agency’s policies that seek to reduce acid rain by limiting sulfur
dioxide emissions. Finally, participants read that they would answer several questions about the
article, as well as several questions about themselves.
If they chose to give consent and continue with the study, the study proceeded in a
manner identical to Study 1 with the discussed changes to the threshold problem and the addition
of the nine-item SDO7 short scale. The SDO7 short scale was presented in a randomized order
with the measure of ingroup identification and the measure of racial resentment. Also, the order
of the small and large increase questions was randomized in Study 2 to account for order effects.
Participants were debriefed at the end of the experiment. As was the case in Study 1, the racial
resentment measured showed high internal consistency based on Cronbach’s alpha, 𝛼 = .91.
Results
Factor analysis
As I did with the ingroup identification data from Study 1, I conducted a factor analysis
with the ingroup identification data collected in Study 2 to determine the number of factors that
best characterized the measure. While Leach et al. (2008) separated ingroup identification into
two factors--self-investment and self-definition--the factor analysis from Study 1 suggested that
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the data fit best into a three-factor model. As with Study 1, the factor analysis for the data
collected in Study 2 (again, utilizing maximum likelihood estimation and oblimin rotation)
suggested that self-investment was composed of three factors. These results can be seen in Table
8.
Of the 14 items that compose the ingroup identification measure, the three solidarity
items and the four satisfaction items loaded onto the first factor, the two individual selfstereotyping and two ingroup homogeneity items loaded onto the second factor, and the three
centrality items loaded onto Factor 3. These results were similar to those of Study 1, though in
Study 1, the Centrality items loaded onto Factor 2. The same names were used for the factors as
in Study 1. Here, Solidarity and Satisfaction was used for Factor 1, Self-Definition was used for
Factor 2, and Centrality was used for Factor 3. The correlation between Factor 1 and Factor 2
was .49. The correlation between Factor 1 and Factor 3 was -.61. Finally, the correlation between
Factors 2 and 3 was -.51. As with Study 1, Solidarity and Satisfaction, 𝛼 = .93, Centrality, 𝛼 =
.85, and Self-Definition, 𝛼 = .89, all showed high internal consistency on Cronbach’s alpha.
Moral Acceptability Judgments
As with Study 1, I predicted an interaction between racial self-investment and city
condition in Study 2, such that, as self-investment increased, acceptability judgments would
decrease in the White city condition, whereas this same decrease in moral acceptability would
not be observed in the Black city condition. I used multiple linear regression to test for this
interaction, breaking self-investment into two factors, 1) Solidarity and Satisfaction and 2)
Centrality.
As in Study 1, the variables used in the following analyses were centered where
applicable. The following variables, solidarity and satisfaction, centrality, self-definition, racial
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resentment, ideology, SDO-E, and SDO-D, were all centered to have 0 as their mean. Where
these variables are mentioned, the centered version of each were used in all the following
analyses. Both Solidarity and Satisfaction and Centrality, along with their interactions with city
condition, were entered into the same multiple linear regression. Self-Definition and its
interaction with city condition were also entered into the analysis to control for its effects. While
Study 1 computed these interactions separately, I opted for a different analytic strategy in Study
2. Given that I expected the three interactions involving city condition and each of the
identification factors to be correlated, I decided to include them all in the model in order to
control for their effects.4 City condition, racial resentment, ideology, and gender were entered as
additional predictors. The results of this analysis can be seen in Table 9.
The predictors accounted for 22.1% of the variance F(10, 188) = 5.34, p < .001, R2 = .22.
Contrary to the hypothesis, both the Solidarity and Satisfaction × City Condition interaction,
t(188) = -0.97, p = .336, and the Centrality × City Condition, t(188) = 0.08, p = .939, were not
significant predictors of moral acceptability judgments. The pattern of results for Solidarity and
Satisfaction × City Condition can be seen in Figure 7 and the pattern of results for Centrality ×
City Condition can be seen in Figure 8. The Self-Definition × City Condition interaction was
also not significant, t(188) = 1.26, p = .210.
Among the additional predictors, racial resentment, t(188) = 2.32, p = .022, ideology,
t(188) = 2.33, p = .021, and gender, t(188) = 2.12, p = .035, all significantly predicted

4

When I returned to Study 1 to reanalyze the data using this new approach employed in Study 2, the interaction
between solidarity and satisfaction and city condition approached significance for both the acceptance and desired
change variables (though still in the opposite direction than hypothesized), and the interaction between selfdefinition and city condition reached significance for both acceptance and desired change, such that, as selfdefinition increased, acceptance (and desired change) decreased in the White city condition, but the same decrease
was not observed in the Black city condition. However, the reality of these effects is doubtful, given that they failed
to replicate in Study 2. Also, while I hypothesized an interaction between self-investment and city condition for the
reasons covered in the introduction, I do not have similar theoretical reasons to expect a Self-Definition × City
Condition interaction.
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acceptability. The pattern of results was such that acceptability scores increased as racial
resentment increased and as participants became more conservative in their ideology.
Acceptability scores were also higher among male participants than among female participants.
These results were similar to those of Study 1, where ideology and gender were also significant
predictors of acceptance.
In order to further elucidate the unexpected interaction between racial resentment and city
condition from Study 1, I used multiple linear regression to examine the Racial Resentment ×
City Condition interaction with the data from Study 2. City condition, solidarity and satisfaction,
centrality, self-definition, racial resentment, ideology, and gender were also entered in the
analysis as predictors. The results of this analysis can be seen in Table 10. The entered variables
accounted for 22.0% of the variance, F(8, 190) = 6.70, p < .001, R2 = .22. Whereas Study 1
found a significant interaction between racial resentment and city condition, such that, as racial
resentment increased, acceptability judgments increased in the White city condition but not in the
Black city condition, the interaction between racial resentment and city condition was not
significant in Study 2, t(190) = -1.23, p = .221. This pattern of results can be seen in Figure 9.
Though not significant, the effect of Racial Resentment × City Condition in Study 2 was actually
in the opposite direction than in Study 1. As with the self-investment analysis, racial resentment,
t(190) = 2.60, p = .010, ideology, t(190) = 2.22, p = .028, and gender, t(190) = 2.06, p = .041,
were all significant predictors of acceptability in this analysis. As racial resentment increased, so
did acceptance. As ideology became more conservative, acceptance increased. Male participants
were more accepting of the EPA’s plan than female participants. Ideology and gender were also
significant predictors of acceptance when the Racial Resentment × City Condition interaction
was analyzed in Study 1.
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Finally, a multiple linear regression was run predicting acceptability judgments to
examine potential interactions between 1) SDO-E and city condition and 2) SDO-D and city
condition. In addition to these interaction terms, city condition, SDO-E, SDO-D, solidarity and
satisfaction, centrality, self-definition, racial resentment, ideology, and gender were entered as
predictor variables. These results can be seen in Table 11. These variables accounted for 28.3%
of the variance, F(11, 187) = 6.73, p < .001, R2 = .28. The interaction between SDO-E and city
condition, depicted in Figure 10, was not significant, t(187) = 0.19, p = .850. The interaction
between SDO-D and city condition, seen in Figure 11, was also not significant, t(187) = -0.88, p
= .380. Nevertheless, SDO-E significantly predicted acceptance, t(187) = 2.80, p = .006, such
that greater SDO-E was associated with greater acceptance.
Chow et al. (2013) found evidence that participants high in SDO may engage in
appeasement behavior when they viewed the existing racial hierarchy as being under threat.
Participants took a measure of SDO in Study 2 to further examine the interaction between racial
resentment and city condition from Study 1. A pattern of results consistent with appeasement
behavior from participants high in racial resentment and participants high in SDO would have
lent support to the appeasement account of the Racial Resentment × City Condition interaction
from Study 1. Such a pattern of results would have entailed an interaction between either form of
SDO and city condition, such that, as SDO increased, acceptance of the EPA’s plan would have
also increased in the White city condition, but this same increase would not have been observed
in the Black city condition. For racial resentment, the interactions would have appeared as it did
in Study 1, with increasing acceptance associated with increasing racial resentment in the White
city condition but not the Black city condition. The results of Study 2, however, did not show
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significant interactions between racial resentment and city condition or between either form of
SDO and city condition.
Allowance Change Preferences
I also predicted an interaction between racial self-investment and city condition in Study
2, such that, as self-investment increased, participants’ desired change in the number of
allowances issued by the EPA would decrease in the White city condition, but that this same
decrease would not be observed in the Black city condition. I investigated this interaction using
multiple linear analysis, again, breaking self-investment into a Solidarity and Satisfaction factor
and a Centrality Factor.
Solidarity and Satisfaction, its interaction with city condition, Centrality, and its
interaction with city condition were all entered into the analysis. Self-Definition and its
interaction with city condition were, again, entered into the analysis, along with the additional
predictors of city condition, racial resentment, ideology, and gender. The results of this multiple
linear regression can be seen in Table 12. The predictors accounted for 19.3% of the variance,
F(10, 188) = 4.51, p < .001, R2 = .19. The results did not support the hypothesis, with neither
Solidarity and Satisfaction × City Condition, t(188) = -0.10, p = .917, nor Centrality × City
Condition, t(188) = -0.73, p = .465, significantly predicting allowance change. The results for
Solidarity and Satisfaction × City Condition can be seen in Figure 12, and Figure 13 depicts the
pattern of results for Centrality × City Condition. The Self-Definition × City Condition
interaction was also not significant, t(188) = 1.40, p = .162. Among the additional predictors,
only ideology significantly predicted change (as was the case in Study 1 for the corresponding
analyses), t(188) = 3.47, p < .001. As their ideology became more conservative, participants
were willing to increase allowances by a greater amount.
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The Racial Resentment × City Condition interaction was also tested for while looking at
allowance change. Study 1 revealed an interaction between racial resentment and city condition,
such that, as racial resentment increased, so did the desired number of allowances in the White
city condition, but this same increase in allowances was not seen in the Black city condition.
This multiple linear regression also included city condition, solidarity and satisfaction, centrality,
self-definition, racial resentment, ideology, and gender as predictors. The results can be seen in
Table 13. The entered variables accounted for 18.4% of the variance, F(8, 190) = 5.34, p < .001,
R2 = .18, and the Racial Resentment × City Condition interaction was not significant, t(190) = 0.19, p = .849. Figure 14 shows this pattern of results. As with the self-investment multiple linear
regression for allowance change, ideology was a significant predictor of change here, t(190) =
3.51, p < .001. Gender was also a marginally significant predictor of change, t(190) = 1.72, p =
.087, with male participants desiring a greater increase in allowances than female participants. In
Study 1, Ideology was also a significant predictor of desired change in the analysis examining
the Racial Resentment × City Condition interaction.
As with acceptance, a final multiple linear regression was run predicting desired change
to examine potential interactions between both forms of SDO, E and D, and city condition. The
analysis included these interaction terms, city condition, SDO-E, SDO-D, solidarity and
satisfaction, centrality, self-definition, racial resentment, ideology and gender as predictor
variables. The results can be seen in Table 14. These variables accounted for 21.1% of the
variance, F(11, 187) = 4.54, p < .001, R2 = .21. The interaction between SDO-E and city
condition, depicted in Figure 15, was not significant, t(187) = -0.20, p = .845. The interaction
between SDO-D and city condition, seen in Figure 16, was also not significant, t(187) = -0.04, p
= .967. Among the other variables, ideology was a significant predictor of desired change, t(187)
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= 2.97, p = .003. More conservative ideology predicted a greater desired increase in allowances.
SDO-E was also a marginally significant predictor of change, t(187) = 1.94, p = .054, such that
higher SDO-E was associated with a greater desired increase in allowances.
Small vs Large Acid Rain Increase
Participants answered two questions, in a random order, one asking how bad they thought
a small increase in acid rain would be for the city in the article, the other asking how bad they
thought a large increase in acid rain would be for the city in the article. It was expected that
participants would rate the large increase as significantly worse for the city than the small
increase in acid rain. The data supported this hypothesis, with a paired samples t-test showing a
significant effect of acid rain increase size on severity ratings, t(198) = -11.23, p < .001. Study 2
randomized the order of the small and large increase questions, ruling out the potential order
effect that was allowed for by not randomizing the order of these questions in Study 1.
Discussion
The results of Study 1 did not support the predicted Self-Investment × City Condition
interaction, and as a consequence, Study 2 included changes to the acid rain threshold problem in
an attempt to address the possibility of floor effects masking effects in the data that would have
otherwise emerged. Despite these measures, the data did not support the hypotheses laid out for
Study 2. A number of possible explanations for the failure to find a significant Self-Investment ×
City Condition interaction will be considered in the General Discussion.
In Study 1, there was a significant Racial Resentment × City Condition interaction, such
that, as racial resentment increased, acceptance increased in the White city condition, but this
same increase was not observed in the Black city condition. In the Study 1 discussion, the
appeasement behavior effect from Chow et al. (2013) was proposed as a possible explanation for
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this counterintuitive pattern of results. Study 2 attempted to further examine this racial
resentment result by testing whether the Racial Resentment × City Condition interaction would
replicate and by measuring participant SDO to determine if, as in Chow et al., participants high
in SDO would show appeasement behavior in their answers after being told that the existing
racial hierarchy was under threat. Such appeasement behavior would have taken the form of an
interaction between SDO and city condition, such that, as SDO increased, acceptance increased
in the White city condition, but not in the Black city condition.
There was, however, no significant interaction between either SDO-E and city condition
or SDO-D and city condition in the data of Study 2, and, contrary to the appeasement
explanation, the Racial Resentment × City Condition interaction did not replicate. It is possible
that, for some unknown reason, participants in Study 1 viewed the existing racial hierarchy as
less stable than participants in Study 2, thus allowing for the emergence of appeasement behavior
in Study 1 but not in Study 2, but this seems unlikely given that effort was put into inducing a
perception of hierarchy threat in Study 2 participants but not in Study 1 participants. Together,
these results suggest that the interaction between racial resentment and city condition observed in
Study 1 was probably spurious.
General Discussion
Moral psychology has, historically, focused on factors of act structure that affect people’s
moral judgments, with researchers devoting less attention to the potential importance of factors
of identity to moral judgment. The current study sought to integrate identity into research on
moral judgment by varying factors of target identity and observer identification in a threshold
problem, whose structure was otherwise held constant. I hypothesized that, as self-investment
(the measure of observer identification) increased, moral acceptance of the EPA’s plan to
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increase the number of sulfur dioxide emission allowances would decrease when the salient city
that could be harmed by an increase in acid rain was majority-White, but that this same decrease
would not be seen when the salient city was majority-Black (city race being the factor of target
identity). This expected interaction between self-investment and city condition was investigated
across two studies, with Study 2 introducing changes to the acid rain threshold problem with the
goal of addressing concerns of potential floor effects raised by the results of Study 1.
While acceptability and desired change responses were generally low in Study 1, it
should be noted that the means for both acceptability, t(203) = 12.60, p < .001, and desired
change, t(203) = 16.74, p < .001, were significantly above the floor of 1, which was the lowest
response possible for these questions. This result is one piece of evidence that there was no floor
effect in Study 1, despite low responses. Study 2 managed to keep participant responses off of
the floor for both acceptability, t(198) = 12.50, p < .001, and desired change, t(198) = 20.89, p <
.001. Also, while Study 2 succeeded in raising participant responses to desired change, t(198) =
4.04, p < .001, acceptability ratings were not significantly higher in Study 2 than in Study 1,
t(198) = 0.99, p = .16.
Study 2 also included a measure of participant SDO to further examine a counterintuitive
interaction between racial resentment and city condition found in Study 1, that could plausibly
have been similar to the appeasement behavior among participants high in SDO found by Chow
et al. (2013). In the end, the predictions about the interaction between self-investment and city
condition did not bear out, and no measure of observer identification or dimension of intergroup
affect and cognition (i.e., racial resentment and SDO) showed a reliable interaction with target
identity across both studies. Though it seems highly unlikely that factors of identity do not
influence moral judgment, the current research found no support for the relevance of the
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interaction between self-investment and target race to the acid rain threshold problem. There are
a number of plausible explanations that could have contributed to these results.
Considering a Few Explanations for the Results
Steps were taken in both Study 1 and Study 2 to make salient the majority race of the city
in the threshold problem. In both studies, participants read about one of two cities: 1) Chester,
PA, about which the study noted that over 65% of the residents were Black or African American,
or 2) Radnor, PA, about which the study noted that over 65% of the residents were White. In
addition to this demographic information, participants saw a poster with faces and names that
they were told belonged to members of the student council of the city’s local high school. When
participants read about Chester (the Black city condition), 15 of the 20 faces on the poster were
those of Black individuals. When participants read about Radnor (the White city condition), 15
of the 20 faces they saw were those of White individuals. In the opening statement telling
participants the purported goal of the study, Study 2 also mentioned the fact that activists have
recently been calling for racial and social justice.
Despite these steps, it is possible that the manipulations of race used by the current
research were weak or ineffective. This could have led to participants responding to the
questions assessing the moral acceptability of the EPA’s plan and the change in allowances
desired by participants without target identity being a salient factor. One piece of evidence that
may support the claim that the manipulation of race used by the current research was weak is the
lack of a consistent main effect of city condition. The variable of city condition only showed a
significant main effect in some of the analyses run for Study 1, while none of the analyses run
for Study 2 showed a significant effect of city condition. In other words, when all other variables
were held constant at zero, participants often showed no significant difference between the White
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and Black city in their answers of moral acceptability and desired change. Unfortunately, neither
study included a memory check to assess whether participants could recall the majority race of
the city about which they read. Such a memory check would have been helpful in determining
the salience of target identity in the study and should be included in future research.
As a post hoc test of the efficacy of the race manipulation used in Studies 1 and 2, I
collected data from 88 participants in a post-test study. This post-test study was identical to the
survey used in Study 2 but included a multiple-choice question towards the end that asked
participants to select the majority race of the city about which they read. Participants chose
between four options: 1) “Black,” 2) “White,” 3) “Neither of the above,” or 4) “No info on race
was given.” In the White city condition, a majority of participants, 88.6%, correctly responded
that the city about which they had read was majority White. Here too, no participants responded
with the Black option. In the Black city condition, again, 88.6% of participants correctly
responded that the city about which they read was majority Black, with only 4.5% of participants
incorrectly identifying the majority race of the city.
Also included in the post-test was an open-response question, that asked participants to
give the information that they remembered about the city about which they read. This question
appeared after the last dependent variable. In the White city condition, 53.5% of participants
included in their response that the city was majority White. In the Black city condition, 79.5% of
participants wrote that the city was majority Black. This disparity in the percentage of
participants mentioning the racial demographics of the city between conditions is consistent with
research that suggesting that Whiteness is the cultural default in our society, rendering it less
visible, whereas deviations from Whiteness are particularly noticeable (Sue, 2006). Together, the
results from the post-test suggest that the race manipulation employed in Studies 1 and 2 (and the
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post-test) was likely effective in making salient the majority race of the cities. At least,
participants were reliably able to recall the majority race of the city when prompted.
Another possible reason why the results showed no interaction between self-investment
and city condition in the hypothesized direction is that the stimuli used, namely the city high
school student council photo arrangement, made the threshold problem too personal and
activated participants’ empathy. In Batson et al. (1995), participants were told about Sheri
Summers, a 10-year-old girl with a fatal disease. She is low on the waiting list to receive
treatment for this disease, and participants were asked if they wanted to move her to the front of
the list. Moving Sheri to the front of the waiting list would block another child from receiving
treatment. Most participants declined to move Sheri, but when given an empathy prompt and
asked to feel what Sheri felt, the majority of participants chose to move her to the top of the list
(Batson et al., 1995).
In another study, Kogut and Ritov (2005) found that participants donated more money to
single victims of whom they were shown a picture than they donated to a group of victims who
were also identified with a picture. These two studies are examples of the identifiable victim
effect, which is one of the ways in which empathy can influence people’s judgments and
behaviors (Bloom, 2017).
In the current research, it is possible that seeing pictures of the people whom the
participants were told were high school students and reading the text that reminded participants
that raising emission allowances could negatively affect the health of their city triggered
something like the identifiable victim effect in participants. Participants, then, would have been
less inclined to find the EPA’s plan morally acceptable or desire an increase in allowances that
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could harm the high schoolers. Thus, a step taken to make race salient to participants may have
also led to an empathetic response to the potential victims of acid rain.
However, this explanation becomes less plausible when one considers that participants in
Batson et al. (1995) required a prompt to feel empathy for Sheri for the identifiable victim effect
to emerge. Neither of the current studies intentionally included anything like an empathy prompt.
Furthermore, the current studies employed portraits of multiple of students, such that participants
saw a group. These are not the conditions under which the identifiable victim effect emerged in
Kogut and Ritov (2005), where the important finding centered around the strong emotional
response to single identified victims. Finally, Bloom (2017) notes that ingroup bias influences
how people feel empathy. Bloom cites Hein et al. (2010), where European soccer fans were
given an electric shock and then shown another person receive the same shock. When the
participants were told that the other person receiving a shock was a fan of the same soccer team
as them, the participants showed a more empathetic neural response than when they were told
that the other person was a fan of a rival team (Hein et al., 2010). Given the potential for feelings
of empathy to be influenced by ingroup bias, it seems plausible that there would have been a
consistent effect of race in the current research if the moral judgments of the (White) participants
were based in empathy. But, as previously stated, the main effect of city condition was
inconsistent.
Finally, participants’ desire to give socially desirable responses may also have influenced
the results and suppressed an interaction between self-investment and city condition. Possible
pressure to give socially desirable responses is a longstanding concern in psychology, and
various scales have been developed to assess this tendency in participants. Crowne and Marlowe
(1960) developed the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale as a measure of participants’
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need to answer questions in “culturally sanctioned ways,” (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960, p. 354).
Racist attitudes are generally not acceptable to express, and participants may have been wary of
responding in ways that could be construed as racist in the current research.
Previous research lends support to this idea; in a study from Batson et al. (1978),
undergraduates interested in religion were given a measure of racial prejudice, along with a
measure of religious orientation and the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale. Participants
were also given a measure of racial prejudice with behavioral consequences; participants were
shown the profiles of two interviewers, one White and one Black, and asked to rate how much
they would like to be interviewed by each of the interviewers on their religious views. The
interview did not actually take place, but participants were under the impression that it would
while answering. Batson et al. found a negative correlation between an intrinsic, religion-as-end
orientation to religion and racial prejudice. When social desirability was controlled for, however,
the strength of the correlation between an intrinsic, religion-as-end orientation to religion and
racial prejudice decreased (though this decrease was not quite significant). On the behavioral
measure, controlling for social desirability also led to a (significant) decrease in the strength of
the correlation, such that intrinsic religion and racial prejudice were no longer negatively related
(Batson et al., 1978). The results of Batson et al. create a picture where those high in social
desirability may act to modify their attitudes and behaviors around race when faced with
situations where they believe that there is social pressure to act in a certain way or hold a certain
belief.
Future research into moral judgment and identity may need to account for possible social
desirability effects. If the current research had measured social desirability, an interaction
between social desirability and city condition, such that, as social desirability increased,
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acceptance decreased in the Black city condition, but this same decrease was not seen in the
White city condition, would have indicated that participants were motivated to answer in a
socially desirable way when the salient city was majority-Black. The data are not available to say
whether social desirability influenced the results of the current study, but it presents a concern
that researchers should be aware of when working with a topic such as race, where participants
may be motivated to express socially desirable attitudes.
Licensing and Potential Biases
The introduction of licensing to the act structure was one significant way in which the
acid rain threshold problem employed here differed from the threshold problems utilized by
Levine et al. (2020). The United States federal government regulates the level at which people
and companies engage in many activities (e.g., hunting or environmentally hazardous actions),
the levels of which, if left unchecked, would have the potential to cross a corresponding harm
threshold. We rely on the government and agencies, such as the EPA, to keep things in balance,
licensing threshold activities to some extent, but doing so in an informed and reasonable way.
Especially when looking at large-scale problems, such as climate change, it makes sense to frame
the issues around government policy, because such information is accessible to citizens and can
underpin the conversations had about such issues in the real world.
Thus, in considering the problem of acid rain, the current research framed the issue in
terms of the EPA’s current policy on acid rain: an allowance system, where companies buy
permits in order to emit a certain amount of sulfur dioxide. To be exact, the EPA issues 250,000
allowances each year, 125,000 for immediate use, and 125,000 for use in the future. Research
has shown that this number of allowances has effectively curbed the threat posed by acid rain
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(Barreca et al., 2021), meaning that the level at which the EPA permits engagement with the
activity of emitting sulfur dioxide is below the harm threshold.
While the idea of licensing is important to consider in these large-scale problems, where
government policy is relevant, bringing licensing and current government policy into the
research has the potential to also introduce anchoring bias and status quo bias. Anchoring bias is
the disproportionate influence of an originally observed value on a final judgment (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1974). To give an example, Tversky and Kahneman (1974) spun a wheel of fortune
in front of participants, having it land on a value of either 10 or 65. They then asked participants
to estimate the percentage of African countries in the United Nations. The number seen by
participants biased their estimation, with the median estimate being 25 for spins of 10 and 45 for
spins of 65 (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). The initial value presented to participants anchored
their judgments, despite the fact that it was entirely unrelated to the question at hand.
The status quo bias is a preference for staying with the current status quo over making
some change or choosing an alternative (Samuelson & Zeckhauser, 1988). Samuelson and
Zeckhauser (1988) make the point that status quo bias exists in the realm of public policy, using
public programs as an example. While the success of many public programs is inconclusive at
best, there is little effort to evaluate such programs, and they often “have a life of their own,”
(Samuelson & Zeckhauser, 1988, p. 46), meaning that money continues to be poured into them
and their budgets are not cut.
Both the status quo bias and the anchoring bias could have influenced participants’
decisions in the current study and should be considered by future research that utilizes the idea of
licensing. Participants saw the current number of allowances issued by the EPA, 250,000,
multiple times throughout the study. This information could have anchored their judgments on
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where the number of allowances should be set. The proposed change to 330,000 allowances, an
increase of 80,000, may have been considered to be too far away from 250,000, and thus, in
violation of that value at which participants were anchored. Furthermore, participants read that
the EPA’s current policy of 250,000 allowances, “has effectively reduced sulfur dioxide
emissions from their previously unregulated levels.” This information gave participants a
plausible reason to favor the status quo (the current program is working!), which may have
reduced their willingness to view a change of the plan as acceptable and their desire to increase
allowances.
Evidence suggests that the EPA’s current acid rain policy is working as intended (Barreca
et al., 2021), which actually makes it a positive thing that the anchoring bias and status quo bias
may influence participants not to deviate from the current policy. However, not all government
policies are beneficial in the same way, and some may be causing more harm than good. In these
cases, the anchoring bias and status quo bias would be parts of human cognition that would need
to be overcome to institute positive change. It is worth investigating further how these biases
relate to moral issues and whether the anchoring and status quo biases may play a role in
hindering positive change.
Threshold Problems and Public Health Policy
While the current study may not have found evidence of the effects of identity on moral
judgment, it is undoubtedly an area of moral psychology that deserves more attention. The
lessons learned here may be of use as researchers attempt to untangle how target and observer
identity may influence moral judgment. The real world is a socially complex place, where people
carrying their own identities constantly interact with people of other identities. Understanding
how people make moral judgments in the real-world may mean grappling with that complexity.
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Public health policy is one (currently very salient) domain in which identity is worth
investigating, given the racial disparities in exposure to environmental pollutants and access to
health care (Washington, 2020). Washington (2020) wrote that this greater level of exposure to
environmental pollutants, along with other factors (e.g., lower access to health care and
nutritious food), contributed to the greater rates of serious infection and mortality from COVID19 in communities of color when compared to White communities. This is not simply a problem
of socio-economic status either, but a disparity between different racial groups (Washington,
2020). Tracking data by race as a relevant factor in public health policy is important
(Washington, 2020).
Public health policy also involves threshold problems, with vaccination being one
example of an issue that can be thought of in the context of a threshold problem. In order to
reach herd immunity to a given disease as a society, enough people need to be resistant to the
disease. Basically, enough people need to be vaccinated against the disease in order to stop its
spread and prevent deaths. However, some people will not get vaccinated. Of the people who
will not get vaccinated, some need to be exempt for health reasons. Maybe they are
immunocompromised, and it would be too risky for their bodies to fight even the weakened
version of the disease in the vaccine. As long as the number of exempt individuals remains low
enough that herd immunity can still be achieved in a society, a small number of people not
receiving the vaccine will not lead to any significant harm. But if too many people do not receive
the vaccine, with many refusing to get it even though they are fit to do so, then a harm threshold
would be crossed, and the society would not be able to achieve the widespread immunity it needs
to curb the disease. The burden of any failure to control a disease will likely fall
disproportionately on communities of color, with the factors that open them up to greater risk
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(Washington, 2020). Given the threshold problem character that public health problems can take
on, the ways in which people think about threshold problems as moral dilemmas may be relevant
to public health policy. And while disparities exist in health outcomes between Black Americans
and White Americans, identity is going to be relevant in any discussion of public health policy.
Conclusion
The current research did not find an interaction effect between observer identification and
target identity on people’s moral judgments of a threshold scenario involving the EPA’s Acid
Rain Program. However, the current research has also made a case for the potential importance
of identity, both the identities of the observers and those being observed, to moral judgment. The
importance of the current research lies in its exploratory nature, taking a recent form of moral
dilemma, threshold problems, and attempting to study the way in which people reason about
them in relation to observer identification and target identity. Identity is an underexplored topic
in moral psychology, but it is also a factor that people are likely to encounter in the moral
judgments that people make in their day-to-day lives. Identity deserves more attention in the
moral psychology literature, and hopefully, this paper can serve as a steppingstone towards its
further consideration.
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Table 1
Results From a Factor Analysis of the Ingroup Identification Measure from Study 1
Racial Ingroup Identification Item

Factor Loading

1

2

3

1. I feel a bond with White Americans.

.700

-.065

.236

2. I feel solidarity with White Americans.

.704

-.070

.207

3. I feel committed to White Americans.

.649

-.153

.157

4. I am glad to be a White American.

.806

-.107

-.084

5. I think that White Americans have a lot to be

.864

.035

-.029

6. It is pleasant to be a White American.

.609

-.076

.104

7. Being a White American gives me a good feeling.

.895

-.027

-.074

8. I often think about the fact that I am a White

-.107

-.573

.187

.255

-.860

-.120

.192

-.831

-.054

.481

.065

.571

.411

-.002

.506

proud of.

American.
9. The fact that I am a White American is an
important part of my identity.
10. Being a White American is an important part of
how I see myself.
11. I have a lot in common with the average White
American person.
12. I am similar to the average White American
person.
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.083

-.087

.751

.004

-.198

.695

with each other.
14. White American people are very similar to each
other.
Note. N = 204. Loading items are bolded for each factor.
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Table 2
Regression Analysis Predicting Moral Acceptability Judgments for Raising Allowances – Study 1
Variables

B

SE

Constant

1.586*

0.121

White City

0.319*

0.136

Solidarity and Satisfaction

0.111

0.102

Solidarity and Satisfaction × City

0.100

0.101

Self-Definition

-0.139

0.077

Racial Resentment

0.056

0.080

Ideology

0.209*

0.048

Male

0.407*

0.136

Centrality

-0.018

0.059

R2
Note. N = 203
*p < .05

.292
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Table 3
Regression Analysis Predicting Moral Acceptability Judgments for Raising Allowances – Study 1
Variables

B

SE

Constant

1.598*

0.123

White City

0.317*

0.136

Centrality

-0.056

0.072

Centrality × City

0.066

0.086

Self-Definition

-0.137

0.077

Racial Resentment

0.053

0.080

Ideology

0.212*

0.048

Male

0.401*

0.138

Solidarity and Satisfaction

0.162

0.093

R2
Note. N = 203
*p < .05

.290
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Table 4
Regression Analysis Predicting Extent to Which One Would Raise Allowances – Study 1
Variables

B

SE

Constant

2.139*

0.121

White City

0.016

0.136

Solidarity and Satisfaction

0.122

0.102

Solidarity and Satisfaction × City

0.002

0.101

Self-Definition

-0.105

0.077

Racial Resentment

0.044

0.080

Ideology

0.189*

0.048

Male

0.153

0.136

Centrality

0.015

0.059

R2
Note. N = 203
*p < .05

.222
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Table 5
Regression Analysis Predicting Extent to Which One Would Raise Allowances – Study 1
Variables

B

SE

Constant

2.130*

0.123

White City

0.017

0.136

Centrality

-0.034

0.072

Centrality × City

-0.040

0.086

Self-Definition

-0.103

0.077

Racial Resentment

0.047

0.080

Ideology

0.188*

0.048

Male

0.166

0.138

Solidarity and Satisfaction

0.118

0.093

R2
Note. N = 203
*p < .05

.223
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Table 6
Regression Analysis Predicting Moral Acceptability Judgments for Raising Allowances – Study 1
Variables

B

SE

Constant

1.574*

0.119

White City

0.323*

0.134

Centrality

-0.017

0.058

Racial Resentment × City

0.306*

0.111

Self-Definition

-0.156*

0.076

Racial Resentment

-0.091

0.095

Ideology

0.208*

0.047

Male

0.444*

0.133

Solidarity and Satisfaction

0.168

0.091

R2
Note. N = 203
*p < .05

.315
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Table 7
Regression Analysis Predicting Extent to Which One Would Raise Allowances – Study 1
Variables

B

SE

Constant

2.132*

0.120

White City

0.021

0.134

Centrality

0.020

0.058

Racial Resentment × City

0.236*

0.111

Self-Definition

-0.121

0.076

Racial Resentment

-0.071

0.096

Ideology

0.188*

0.047

Male

0.171

0.133

Solidarity and Satisfaction

0.134

0.091

R2
Note. N = 203
*p < .05.

.240
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Table 8
Results From a Factor Analysis of the Ingroup Identification Measure from Study 2
Racial Ingroup Identification Item

Factor Loading

1

2

3

1. I feel a bond with White Americans.

.620

.137

-.252

2. I feel solidarity with White Americans.

.660

.099

-.233

3. I feel committed to White Americans.

.649

.103

-.244

4. I am glad to be a White American.

.840

-.138

-.056

5. I think that White Americans have a lot to be

.857

-.047

.068

6. It is pleasant to be a White American.

.587

.088

-.081

7. Being a White American gives me a good feeling.

.822

.032

-.033

8. I often think about the fact that I am a White

-.064

.131

-.543

.139

-.037

-.868

.210

-.045

-.823

.480

.458

-.030

.506

.455

.116

proud of.

American.
9. The fact that I am a White American is an
important part of my identity.
10. Being a White American is an important part of
how I see myself.
11. I have a lot in common with the average White
American person.
12. I am similar to the average White American
person.
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-.008

.823

-.173

-.021

.843

-.067

with each other.
14. White American people are very similar to each
other.
Note. N = 199. Loading items are bolded for each factor.
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Table 9
Regression Analysis Predicting Moral Acceptability Judgments for Raising Allowances – Study 2
Variables

B

SE

Constant

1.915*

0.139

White City

-0.017

0.156

Solidarity and Satisfaction

0.167

0.130

Centrality

-0.044

0.097

Self-Definition

-0.038

0.116

Solidarity and Satisfaction × City

-0.180

0.186

Centrality × City

0.011

0.141

Self-Definition × City

0.208

0.165

Racial Resentment

0.243*

0.105

Ideology

0.138*

0.059

Male

0.339*

0.160

R2
Note. N = 199
*p < .05.

.221
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Table 10
Regression Analysis Predicting Moral Acceptability Judgments for Raising Allowances – Study 2
Variables

B

SE

Constant

1.914*

0.138

White City

-0.019

0.156

Solidarity and Satisfaction

0.079

0.101

Centrality

-0.033

0.070

Self-Definition

0.054

0.083

Racial Resentment

0.338*

0.130

Racial Resentment × City

-0.191

0.155

Ideology

0.129*

0.058

Male

0.328*

0.159

R2
Note. N = 199
*p < .05.

.220
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Table 11
Regression Analysis Predicting Moral Acceptability Judgments for Raising Allowances – Study 2
Variables

B

SE

Constant

1.874*

0.133

White City

0.133

0.155

SDO-E

0.323*

0.116

SDO-D

-0.079

0.130

SDO-E × City

0.028

0.151

SDO-D × City

-0.155

0.177

Solidarity and Satisfaction

0.077

0.098

Centrality

-0.037

0.067

Self-Definition

0.060

0.080

Racial Resentment

0.093

0.107

Ideology

0.086

0.058

Male

0.249

0.155

R2
Note. N = 199
*p < .05.

.283
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Table 12
Regression Analysis Predicting Extent to Which One Would Raise Allowances – Study 2
Variables

B

SE

Constant

2.408*

0.121

White City

0.047

0.136

Solidarity and Satisfaction

0.099

0.113

Centrality

0.045

0.085

Self-Definition

-0.071

0.101

Solidarity and Satisfaction × City

-0.017

0.162

Centrality × City

-0.090

0.123

Self-Definition × City

0.202

0.144

Racial Resentment

0.018

0.091

Ideology

0.178*

0.051

Male

0.219

0.139

R2
Note. N = 199
*p < .05.

.193
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Table 13
Regression Analysis Predicting Extent to Which One Would Raise Allowances – Study 2
Variables

B

SE

Constant

2.390*

0.121

White City

0.046

0.136

Solidarity and Satisfaction

0.088

0.088

Centrality

0.005

0.061

Self-Definition

0.026

0.073

Racial Resentment

0.015

0.114

Racial Resentment × City

-0.026

0.136

Ideology

0.179*

0.051

Male

0.239

0.139

R2
Note. N = 199
*p < .05.

.184
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Table 14
Regression Analysis Predicting Extent to Which One Would Raise Allowances – Study 2
Variables

B

SE

Constant

2.371*

0.120

White City

0.130

0.139

SDO-E

0.201

0.104

SDO-D

-0.084

0.117

SDO-E × City

-0.026

0.135

SDO-D × City

-0.006

0.158

Solidarity and Satisfaction

0.085

0.088

Centrality

0.005

0.061

Self-Definition

0.027

0.072

Racial Resentment

-0.079

0.096

Ideology

0.154*

0.052

Male

0.189

0.139

R2
Note. N = 199
*p < .05.

.211
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Figure 7
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Figure 10
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Figure 11
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Figure 12
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Figure 13
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Figure 14
5
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Figure 15
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Figure 16
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Appendix A

Study 1 Black City Condition
The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) oversees the Acid Rain
Program, which includes setting a limit on emissions of sulfur dioxide, a contributing factor to
acid rain. Each year, the EPA auctions off 250,000 pollution allowances; in order to be allowed
to release up to 1 ton of sulfur dioxide, a company must purchase an allowance. Of these 250,000
allowances, 125,000 are usable starting immediately after purchase and 125,000 are only usable
starting seven years after purchase.
Acid rain is a great harm to the environment, namely lakes and forests, but also leads to
serious health problems in humans. Exposure to sulfur dioxide emissions aggravates existing
respiratory-related issues, such as asthma, and can lead to hospitalization. The long-term health
consequences are even more severe. Sulfur dioxide reacts with other chemicals in the atmosphere
to create sulfate particles, which pollute the air of areas exposed to acid rain. People in these
areas regularly breathe in these sulfate particles, which then penetrate the bloodstream. Over
time, exposure can lead people to develop serious respiratory and cardiovascular problems, such
as inflammation and plaque build-up in arteries, in a way analogous to long-term cigarette smoke
exposure. In this way, uncontrolled acid rain leads to increased mortality among the people
living in affected regions.
Next year, the EPA is scheduled to reevaluate the number of sulfur dioxide pollution
allowances issued each year. The current policy of issuing 250,000 allowances, 125,000 for
immediate-use and 125,000 for future-use, has effectively reduced sulfur dioxide emissions and
therefore, the effects of acid rain on human and environmental health. But, looking to encourage
economic growth in important new industries, whose production processes emit sulfur dioxide,
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the EPA is considering increasing the number of immediate-use sulfur dioxide emission
allowances issued each year from 125,000 to 205,000. This would bring the total number of
allowances up to 330,000, 205,000 immediate-use and 125,000 future use.
Medical and environmental experts disagree on what the effect of raising the number of
immediate-use allowances to 205,000 would be. Dr. John Kippling, an environmental economist
and proponent of raising the number of allowances issued by the EPA, holds that such an
increase would not greatly increase mortality rates in areas affected by acid rain but would serve
to boost the US economy.
Dr. Amanda Stewart, a respiratory illness expert, disagrees, saying that increasing the
number of immediate-use allowances to 205,000 could lead to a massive increase in sulfate
particles in certain regions, causing a spike in respiratory and cardiovascular illnesses.
A third view is held by Dr. Wallace Barron, a professor of environmental policy, who
advocates for lowering immediate-use allowances below the current 125,000, noting that some
regions still experience acid rain above a tolerable level, meaning those communities have not
experienced the drop in mortality rates seen elsewhere in the US after the implementation of the
Acid Rain Program.
Experts will continue to weigh in and consult with the EPA, but there is widespread
consensus among environmental scientists that an increase in acid rain would cause increased air
pollution by harmful sulfate particles in affected areas. Based on typical weather and wind
patterns, a city likely to see a significant increase in acid rain, if one were caused by increased
sulfur dioxide emissions, is Chester, PA, a suburb of Philadelphia. Around 32,000 people live in
Chester, making it one of the larger suburbs of Philadelphia. A majority of Chester’s residents,
over 65%, are Black or African American. Slightly more than 20% are under the age of 18, but
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about 13% are over the age of 65. This older cohort may be particularly vulnerable to medical
issues caused by an increase in air pollution by sulfate particles.
Pictured above are the members of the Chester high school student council (each in the
school's uniform). They are looking at the EPA's plans regarding the Acid Rain Program and
plan to make a statement to weigh in on a decision that could affect the city in which they live.
Study 1 White City Condition
The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) oversees the Acid Rain Program, which
includes setting a limit on emissions of sulfur dioxide, a contributing factor to acid rain. Each
year, the EPA auctions off 250,000 pollution allowances; in order to be allowed to release up to
1 ton of sulfur dioxide, a company must purchase an allowance. Of these 250,000 allowances,
125,000 are usable starting immediately after purchase and 125,000 are only usable starting
seven years after purchase.
Acid rain is a great harm to the environment, namely lakes and forests, but also leads to
serious health problems in humans. Exposure to sulfur dioxide emissions aggravates existing
respiratory-related issues, such as asthma, and can lead to hospitalization. The long-term health
consequences are even more severe. Sulfur dioxide reacts with other chemicals in the atmosphere
to create sulfate particles, which pollute the air of areas exposed to acid rain. People in these
areas regularly breathe in these sulfate particles, which then penetrate the bloodstream. Over
time, exposure can lead people to develop serious respiratory and cardiovascular problems, such
as inflammation and plaque build-up in arteries, in a way analogous to long-term cigarette smoke
exposure. In this way, uncontrolled acid rain leads to increased mortality among the people
living in affected regions.
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Next year, the EPA is scheduled to reevaluate the number of sulfur dioxide pollution
allowances issued each year. The current policy of issuing 250,000 allowances, 125,000 for
immediate-use and 125,000 for future-use, has effectively reduced sulfur dioxide emissions and
therefore, the effects of acid rain on human and environmental health. But, looking to encourage
economic growth in important new industries, whose production processes emit sulfur dioxide,
the EPA is considering increasing the number of immediate-use sulfur dioxide emission
allowances issued each year from 125,000 to 205,000. This would bring the total number of
allowances up to 330,000, 205,000 immediate-use and 125,000 future use.
Medical and environmental experts disagree on what the effect of raising the number of
immediate-use allowances to 205,000 would be. Dr. John Kippling, an environmental economist
and proponent of raising the number of allowances issued by the EPA, holds that such an
increase would not greatly increase mortality rates in areas affected by acid rain but would serve
to boost the US economy.
Dr. Amanda Stewart, a respiratory illness expert, disagrees, saying that increasing the
number of immediate-use allowances to 205,000 could lead to a massive increase in sulfate
particles in certain regions, causing a spike in respiratory and cardiovascular illnesses.
A third view is held by Dr. Wallace Barron, a professor of environmental policy, who
advocates for lowering immediate-use allowances below the current 125,000, noting that some
regions still experience acid rain above a tolerable level, meaning those communities have not
experienced the drop in mortality rates seen elsewhere in the US after the implementation of the
Acid Rain Program.
Experts will continue to weigh in and consult with the EPA, but there is widespread
consensus among environmental scientists that an increase in acid rain would cause increased air
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pollution by harmful sulfate particles in affected areas. Based on typical weather and wind
patterns, a city likely to see a significant increase in acid rain, if one were caused by increased
sulfur dioxide emissions, is Radnor, PA, a suburb of Philadelphia. Around 32,000 people live in
Radnor, making it one of the larger suburbs of Philadelphia. A majority of Radnor’s residents,
over 65%, are White Americans. Slightly more than 20% are under the age of 18, but about 13%
are over the age of 65. This older cohort may be particularly vulnerable to medical issues caused
by an increase in air pollution by sulfate particles.
Pictured above are the members of the Radnor high school student council (each in the
school's uniform). They are looking at the EPA's plans regarding the Acid Rain Program and
plan to make a statement to weigh in on a decision that could affect the city in which they live.
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Study 2 Black City Condition
The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) oversees the Acid Rain Program, part
of which includes setting a limit on sulfur dioxide emissions, a contributing factor to acid rain.
Each year, the EPA auctions off 250,000 pollution allowances; in order to be allowed to freely
release up to 1 ton of sulfur dioxide, a company must purchase an allowance. Of these 250,000
allowances, 125,000 are usable starting immediately after purchase and 125,000 are only usable
starting seven years after purchase.
Acid rain is harmful to the environment, namely lakes and forests, but can also lead to
health problems in humans. Sulfur dioxide reacts with other chemicals in the atmosphere to
create sulfate particles, which pollute the air of areas continuously exposed to acid rain. People
in these areas regularly breathe in sulfate particles. Over time, exposure can lead people to
develop respiratory and cardiovascular problems, such as inflammation and plaque build-up in
arteries, similar to long-term cigarette smoke exposure. In this way, uncontrolled acid rain can
lead to higher mortality rates among people living in affected regions.
Next year, the EPA will discuss raising the number of sulfur dioxide pollution allowances
issued each year as a way to promote economic growth around new technologies and important
industries. Raising allowances is expected to create new jobs by allowing companies to expand
production, which would provide American workers with new opportunities. Additionally,
allowing for more sulfur dioxide emissions is expected to decrease the cost of certain consumer
goods as companies will spend less on more expensive alternatives to emitting sulfur dioxide.
The current policy of issuing 250,000 allowances, 125,000 for immediate-use and
125,000 for future-use, has effectively reduced sulfur dioxide emissions from their previously
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unregulated levels. Now, the EPA is considering increasing the number of immediate-use sulfur
dioxide emission allowances issued each year from 125,000 to 205,000. This would bring the
total number of allowances up to 330,000, 205,000 immediate-use and 125,000 future use.
Medical and environmental experts disagree on what the effect of raising the number of
immediate-use allowances to 205,000 would be. Dr. John Kippling, an environmental economist
and proponent of raising the number of allowances issued by the EPA, holds that such an
increase would not greatly increase the danger for those living in areas affected by acid rain but
would serve to boost the US economy, creating jobs and allowing new industries to flourish,
which would help the entire country.
Dr. Amanda Stewart, a respiratory illness expert, disagrees, saying that increasing the
number of immediate-use allowances to 205,000 could lead to a significant increase in sulfate
particles in certain regions, and possibly more occurrences of respiratory and cardiovascular
illnesses. She thinks the number of allowances issued by the EPA should remain the same even if
raising the number would lead to economic growth.
Experts will continue to weigh in and consult with the EPA, but there is widespread
consensus among environmental scientists that an increase in acid rain would cause increased air
pollution by sulfate particles in affected areas. Based on typical weather and wind patterns, one
city that would likely experience a significant increase in acid rain is Chester, PA, a suburb of
Philadelphia. Around 32,000 people live in Chester, making it one of the larger suburbs of
Philadelphia. A majority of Chester’s residents, over 65%, are Black or African American.
Slightly more than 20% are under the age of 18, but about 13% are over the age of 65. This older
cohort may be particularly vulnerable to increased air pollution by sulfate particles.
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Pictured above are the members of the Chester high school student council (each in the
school's uniform). They are looking at the EPA's plans regarding the Acid Rain Program and
plan to make a statement to weigh in on a decision that could affect the city in which they live.
Study 2 White City Condition
The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) oversees the Acid Rain Program, part
of which includes setting a limit on sulfur dioxide emissions, a contributing factor to acid rain.
Each year, the EPA auctions off 250,000 pollution allowances; in order to be allowed to freely
release up to 1 ton of sulfur dioxide, a company must purchase an allowance. Of these 250,000
allowances, 125,000 are usable starting immediately after purchase and 125,000 are only usable
starting seven years after purchase.
Acid rain is harmful to the environment, namely lakes and forests, but can also lead to
health problems in humans. Sulfur dioxide reacts with other chemicals in the atmosphere to
create sulfate particles, which pollute the air of areas continuously exposed to acid rain. People
in these areas regularly breathe in sulfate particles. Over time, exposure can lead people to
develop respiratory and cardiovascular problems, such as inflammation and plaque build-up in
arteries, similar to long-term cigarette smoke exposure. In this way, uncontrolled acid rain can
lead to higher mortality rates among people living in affected regions.
Next year, the EPA will discuss raising the number of sulfur dioxide pollution allowances
issued each year as a way to promote economic growth around new technologies and important
industries. Raising allowances is expected to create new jobs by allowing companies to expand
production, which would provide American workers with new opportunities. Additionally,
allowing for more sulfur dioxide emissions is expected to decrease the cost of certain consumer
goods as companies will spend less on more expensive alternatives to emitting sulfur dioxide.
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The current policy of issuing 250,000 allowances, 125,000 for immediate-use and
125,000 for future-use, has effectively reduced sulfur dioxide emissions from their previously
unregulated levels. Now, the EPA is considering increasing the number of immediate-use sulfur
dioxide emission allowances issued each year from 125,000 to 205,000. This would bring the
total number of allowances up to 330,000, 205,000 immediate-use and 125,000 future use.
Medical and environmental experts disagree on what the effect of raising the number of
immediate-use allowances to 205,000 would be. Dr. John Kippling, an environmental economist
and proponent of raising the number of allowances issued by the EPA, holds that such an
increase would not greatly increase the danger for those living in areas affected by acid rain but
would serve to boost the US economy, creating jobs and allowing new industries to flourish,
which would help the entire country.
Dr. Amanda Stewart, a respiratory illness expert, disagrees, saying that increasing the
number of immediate-use allowances to 205,000 could lead to a significant increase in sulfate
particles in certain regions, and possibly more occurrences of respiratory and cardiovascular
illnesses. She thinks the number of allowances issued by the EPA should remain the same even if
raising the number would lead to economic growth.
Experts will continue to weigh in and consult with the EPA, but there is widespread
consensus among environmental scientists that an increase in acid rain would cause increased air
pollution by harmful sulfate particles in affected areas. Based on typical weather and wind
patterns, one city that would likely experience a significant increase in acid rain is Radnor, PA, a
suburb of Philadelphia. Around 32,000 people live in Radnor, making it one of the larger suburbs
of Philadelphia. A majority of Radnor’s residents, over 65%, are White Americans. Slightly
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more than 20% are under the age of 18, but about 13% are over the age of 65. This older cohort
may be particularly vulnerable to increased air pollution by sulfate particles.
Pictured above are the members of the Radnor high school student council (each in the
school's uniform). They are looking at the EPA's plans regarding the Acid Rain Program and
plan to make a statement to weigh in on a decision that could affect the city in which they live.
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Black City Condition Photo
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